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UNITED STATES

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

Washington, D.C. 20549

FORM 10-Q

(Mark One)

x QUARTERLY REPORT PURSUANT TO SECTION 13 OR 15(d) OF THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE
ACT OF 1934

For the quarterly period ended September 30, 2013

OR

¨ TRANSITION REPORT UNDER SECTION 13 OF 15(d) OR THE EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934
From the transition period from                      to                     .

Commission File Number 001-35919

AMBIT BIOSCIENCES CORPORATION

(Exact name of registrant as specified in its charter)
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Delaware 33-0909648
(State or other jurisdiction

of incorporation)

(IRS Employer

Identification No.)

11080 Roselle St., San Diego, CA 92121
(Address of principal executive offices) (Zip Code)

Registrant�s telephone number, including area code: (858) 334-2100

Indicate by check mark whether the registrant (1) has filed all reports required to be filed by Section 13 or 15(d) of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 during the preceding 12 months (or for such shorter period that the registrant was
required to file such reports), and (2) has been subject to such filing requirements for the past 90 days.    Yes  x    No  ¨

Indicate by check mark whether the registrant has submitted electronically and posted on its corporate web site, if any,
every Interactive Data File required to be submitted and posted pursuant to Rule 405 of Regulation S-T (§232.405 of
this chapter) during the preceding 12 months (or for such shorter period that the registrant was required to submit and
post such files).    Yes  x    No  ¨

Indicate by check mark whether the registrant is a large accelerated filer, an accelerated filer, a non-accelerated filer,
or a smaller reporting company. See the definitions of �large accelerated filer,� �accelerated filer� and �smaller reporting
company� in Rule 12b-2 of the Exchange Act:
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Large accelerated filer ¨ Accelerated filer ¨

Non-accelerated filer ¨  (Do not check if a smaller reporting company) Smaller reporting company x
Indicate by check mark whether the registrant is a shell company (as defined in Rule 12b-2 of the Exchange
Act).    Yes  ¨    No  x

As of October 31, 2013, there were 17,877,241 shares of common stock of the issuer outstanding.
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PART I. FINANCIAL INFORMATION

Item 1. Financial Statements
Ambit Biosciences Corporation

Condensed Consolidated Balance Sheets

(in thousands, except share and per share data)

September 30,
2013

December 31,
2012

(unaudited)
Assets
Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents $ 78,856 $ 17,481
Prepaid expenses and other current assets 1,031 1,231

Total current assets 79,887 18,712

Property and equipment, net 816 560
Deposits and other assets �  717
Restricted cash 63 �  

Total assets $ 80,766 $ 19,989

Liabilities and stockholders� equity (deficit)
Current liabilities:
Accounts payable and accrued expenses $ 4,695 $ 7,290
Accrued payroll and related expenses 1,702 1,313
Current portion of notes payable, net of discount �  4,320
Current portion of deferred revenue �  6,362
Warrant liabilities 15,623 10,540

Total current liabilities 22,020 29,825

Deferred revenue, net of current portion �  14,309
Redeemable non-controlling interest �  3,323

Commitments and contingencies

Convertible preferred stock, $0.001 par value:
Authorized shares � 10,000,000 and 170,990,763 at September 30, 2013 and
December 31, 2012, respectively
Redeemable convertible preferred stock:
Issued and outstanding shares - 0 and 121,826,424 at September 30, 2013 �  157,076
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and December 31, 2012, respectively; liquidation preference - $0 and
$202,475 at September 30, 2013 and December 31, 2012, respectively
Convertible preferred stock;
Issued and outstanding shares - 0 and 1,590,014 at September 30, 2013 and
December 31, 2012, respectively; liquidation preference - $0 and $13,702 at
September 30, 2013 and December 31, 2012, respectively �  13,702
Stockholders� equity (deficit):
Common stock, $0.001 par value;
Authorized shares - 200,000,000 and 225,000,000 at September 30, 2013 and
December 31, 2012, respectively; issued and outstanding shares -17,877,241
and 3,990 at September 30, 2013 and December 31, 2012, respectively 18 �  
Additional paid-in capital 304,932 38,678
Accumulated other comprehensive (loss) income (83) 47
Accumulated deficit (246,121) (236,971) 

Total stockholders� equity (deficit) 58,746 (198,246) 

Total liabilities and stockholders� equity (deficit) $ 80,766 $ 19,989

See accompanying notes.
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Ambit Biosciences Corporation

Condensed Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Loss

(in thousands, except share and per share data)

Three Months Ended
September 30,

Nine Months Ended
September 30,

2013 2012 2013 2012
(unaudited)

Revenues:
Collaboration agreements $ 7,678 $ 4,282 $ 25,817 $ 14,689

Operating expenses:
Research and development 4,484 8,169 20,153 30,120
General and administrative 3,076 1,230 7,049 4,533
Gain on sale of kinase profiling services business (2,500) �  (2,500) �  
Noncash gain on sale of kinase profiling services
business �  (480) �  (1,600) 

Total operating expenses 5,060 8,919 24,702 33,053

Income (loss) from operations 2,618 (4,637) 1,115 (18,364) 

Other income (expense):
Interest expense (53) (559) (323) (1,319) 
Other income 1 10 13 11
Change in fair value of warrant and derivative
liabilities (8,665) (1,601) (10,045) (2,417) 

Total other income (expense), net (8,717) (2,150) (10,355) (3,725) 

Loss before income taxes (6,099) (6,787) (9,240) (22,089) 
Benefit for income tax 30 122 29 121

Consolidated net loss (6,069) (6,665) (9,211) (21,968) 
Net loss attributable to redeemable non-controlling
interest �  82 61 330

Net loss attributable to Ambit Biosciences
Corporation (6,069) (6,583) (9,150) (21,638) 

Other comprehensive loss:
Foreign currency translation �  114 (130) 115

Comprehensive loss $ (6,069) $ (6,551) $ (9,341) $ (21,853) 
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Net loss per share attributable to common
stockholders, basic and diluted $ (0.34) $ (5,621.90) $ (1.27) $ (17,575.91) 

Weighted average shares outstanding, basic and
diluted 17,876,984 1,370 8,710,924 1,370

See accompanying notes.
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Ambit Biosciences Corporation

Condensed Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

(in thousands)

Nine Months Ended September 30,
2013 2012

(unaudited)
Operating activities
Consolidated net loss $ (9,211) $ (21,968) 
Adjustments to reconcile net loss to net cash used in operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization 301 774
Change in fair value of redeemable convertible preferred stock warrant and
derivative liabilities 10,045 2,417
Noncash interest expense 117 649
Stock-based compensation 1,361 487
Gain on disposal of property and equipment (12) (74) 
Deferred revenue (20,671) (4,775) 
Noncash gain on sale of kinase profiling services business �  (1,600) 
Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
Accounts receivable �  3,510
Prepaid expenses and other current assets 200 110
Accounts payable and accrued expenses (2,233) (41) 
Accrued payroll and related expenses 389 (952) 

Net cash used in operating activities (19,714) (21,463) 

Investing activities
Proceeds from sale of property and equipment 23 77
Purchase of property and equipment (568) (12) 
Restricted cash (63) �  

Net cash (used in) provided by investing activities (608) 65

Financing activities
Proceeds from issuance of common stock, net of offering costs 83,515 �  
Proceeds from issuance of put shares 2,725 �  
Proceeds from notes payable �  13,000
Payments on notes payable (4,412) (3,590) 

Net cash provided by financing activities 81,828 9,410

Effect of exchange rate changes on cash (131) 127

Net change in cash and cash equivalents 61,375 (11,861) 
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Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the period 17,481 16,417

Cash and cash equivalents at end of the period $ 78,856 $ 4,556

Supplemental disclosures of noncash investing and financing information
Contributed capital related to cancelled Series D-2 financing warrants $ �  $ 2 ,779

Conversion of redeemable non-controlling interest to common stock $ 4,241 $ �  

Conversion of preferred warrant liability to equity $ 4,689 $ �  

Conversion of preferred stock to common stock $ 174,409 $ �  

Supplemental disclosures of cash flow information
Interest paid $ 252 $ 704

Taxes paid $ 1 $ 1

See accompanying notes.
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Ambit Biosciences Corporation

Notes to Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements

(Unaudited)

1. Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
Organization and Business

Ambit Biosciences Corporation (�Ambit� or the �Company�), formerly Aventa Biosciences Corporation, was incorporated
in Delaware on May 17, 2000 and is located in San Diego, California. Ambit is a biopharmaceutical company focused
on the discovery, development and commercialization of drugs to treat unmet medical needs in oncology, autoimmune
and inflammatory diseases by inhibiting kinases that are important drivers for those diseases.

Initial Public Offering and Concurrent Private Placement

The Company closed its initial public offering (�IPO�) in May 2013, selling 8,125,000 shares of common stock at a
price of $8.00 per share, resulting in gross proceeds of approximately $65.0 million and net proceeds of approximately
$58.1 million, after underwriting and other expenses of approximately $6.9 million (consisting of $4.6 million in
underwriting discounts and commissions and $2.3 million in other offering expenses). In connection with the
completion of the IPO, all outstanding convertible preferred stock converted into 6,449,073 shares of common stock.

Concurrent with the IPO, the Company sold 3,134,495 shares of common stock to certain of the Company�s existing
stockholders in a concurrent private placement at the IPO price of $8.00 per share and received net proceeds of
approximately $25.1 million.

Effective upon the closing of the IPO, 1,845,329 shares of common stock were reserved for future issuance under the
Company�s 2013 Equity Incentive Plan, including 1,214,212 shares of common stock reserved for issuance upon the
exercise of outstanding options issued under the Company�s 2011 Amended and Restated Equity Incentive Plan and
6,117 shares of common stock previously reserved for issuance under the Company�s 2011 Amended and Restated
Equity Incentive Plan, in each case that were added to the shares reserved under the 2013 Equity Incentive Plan upon
its effectiveness.

Effective upon the closing of the Company�s IPO, 125,000 shares of common stock were reserved for future issuance
under the Company�s 2013 Employee Stock Purchase Plan.

Principles of Consolidation

The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the Company, its wholly-owned subsidiary Ambit
Europe Limited (�Ambit Europe�) and its controlled subsidiary, Ambit Biosciences (Canada) Corporation (�Ambit
Canada�), which became a wholly-owned subsidiary upon the Company�s IPO. All intercompany transactions and
balances are eliminated in consolidation. Ambit Europe was incorporated in England in June 2008. As of
September 30, 2013, there have been no significant transactions related to Ambit Europe. Ambit Canada was formed
in Canada in December 2004.

Consolidation of Ambit Canada�s results included the following:
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Three Months Ended
September 30,

Nine Months Ended
September 30,

2013 2012 2013 2012
(in thousands)

Research and development expense $ (4) $ (116) $ (130) $ (544) 
Interest income (expense), net 36 (34) 78 (44) 
Other income �  5 �  5

Net income (loss) of Ambit Canada $ 32 $ (145) $ (52) $ (583) 
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Income (loss) of Ambit Canada was allocated to the redeemable non-controlling interest based on the relative
ownership of Ambit Canada. As of December 31, 2012, the redeemable non-controlling interest held 60% of the
outstanding shares of Ambit Canada.

Reverse Stock Splits

On October 26, 2012 and April 24, 2013, the Company filed amended and restated certificates of incorporation under
which each share of the Company�s common stock was split on a 1-for-100 basis and a 1-for-24 basis, respectively.
The accompanying condensed consolidated financial statements and notes to the consolidated financial statements
give retroactive effect to the reverse splits for all periods presented.

Unaudited Interim Financial Information

The accompanying interim condensed consolidated financial statements are unaudited. These unaudited interim
financial statements have been prepared in accordance with United States generally accepted accounting principles
(�GAAP�) and following the requirements of the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (�SEC�) for interim
reporting. As permitted under those rules, certain footnotes or other financial information that are normally required
by GAAP can be condensed or omitted. In management�s opinion, the unaudited interim financial statements have
been prepared on the same basis as the audited financial statements and include all adjustments, which include only
normal recurring adjustments, necessary for the fair presentation of the Company�s financial position and its results of
operations and comprehensive loss and its cash flows for periods presented. These statements do not include all
disclosures required by GAAP and should be read in conjunction with the Company�s financial statements and
accompanying notes for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2012, which is contained in the Company�s final
prospectus filed by the Company with the SEC on May 16, 2013 relating to the Company�s Registration Statement on
Form S-1/A (File No. 333-186760) for the Company�s initial public offering. The results for interim periods are not
necessarily indicative of the results expected for the full fiscal year or any other interim period.

Foreign Currency Translation and Transactions

The accompanying condensed consolidated financial statements are presented in U.S. dollars. The financial statements
of Ambit Canada are measured using the local currency as the functional currency. The translation of Ambit Canada�s
assets and liabilities to U.S. dollars is made at the exchange rate in effect at the balance sheet date, while the financing
related accounts are translated at the rate in effect at the date of the underlying transaction. Equity accounts, including
retained earnings, are translated at historical rates. The translation of statement of comprehensive income (loss) data is
made at the average rate in effect for the period. The translation of operating cash flow data is made at the average rate
in effect for the period, and investing and financing cash flow data is translated at the rate in effect at the date of the
underlying transaction. Translation gains and losses are recognized within accumulated other comprehensive income
(loss) in the accompanying condensed consolidated balance sheets. Transactions expected to be settled in a currency
other than the functional currency are remeasured to current exchange rates each period until such transaction is
settled. The resulting gain or loss is included in other income (expense) in the accompanying consolidated statements
of comprehensive loss. There were no material transaction gains or losses during any period presented in the financial
statements.

Use of Estimates

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States requires management to make estimates and assumptions that impact the amounts reported in the consolidated
financial statements and accompanying notes. The most significant estimates in the Company�s consolidated financial
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statements relate to the fair value of the common and preferred stock warrant liabilities, redeemable non-controlling
interest, derivative liability-conversion feature, and stock options. In addition, there is a significant amount of
judgment used in the area of revenue recognition. Actual results could differ materially from those estimates and
assumptions.

Cash and Cash Equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents consist of cash and highly liquid investments, which include money market funds that are
readily convertible into cash. The Company considers securities with remaining maturities of three months or less, at
the date of purchase, to be cash equivalents. Cash and cash equivalents are recorded at face value or cost, which
approximates fair market value.

7
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Fair Value of Financial Instruments

The carrying amounts of accounts payable and accrued liabilities are considered to be representative of their
respective fair values because of the short-term nature of those instruments. Based on the borrowing rates currently
available to the Company for loans with similar terms, the Company believes that the fair value of notes payable
approximates its carrying value. The carrying amount of the warrant liabilities and redeemable non-controlling interest
represent their fair values.

Warrant Liabilities

Prior to the Company�s IPO, redeemable convertible preferred stock warrants exercisable for shares of Series C, Series
D and Series D-2 redeemable convertible preferred stock were classified as liabilities in the accompanying
consolidated balance sheets, as the terms for redemption of the underlying security were outside the Company�s
control. The Company�s outstanding common stock warrants issued in connection with its Series E financing in 2012
are classified as liabilities in the accompanying consolidated balance sheets as they contain provisions that could
require the Company to settle the warrants in cash. The warrants were recorded at fair value using either the
Black-Scholes option pricing model, probability weighted expected return model or a binomial model, depending on
the characteristics of the warrants. The fair value of these warrants is re-measured at each financial reporting period
with any changes in fair value being recognized as a component of other income (expense) in the accompanying
condensed consolidated statements of comprehensive loss.

Upon the closing of the IPO and the conversion of the of the underlying preferred stock to common stock, the
Company�s warrants to purchase shares of Series C, Series D, and Series D-2 redeemable convertible preferred stock
were converted into warrants to purchase shares of the Company�s common stock. The aggregate fair value of these
warrants upon the closing of the IPO was $4.7 million, which was reclassified from liabilities to additional paid-in
capital in the accompanying condensed consolidated balance sheets.

Revenues

The Company generates revenue from collaboration agreements. Some of the Company�s agreements contain multiple
elements, including technological and territorial licenses and research and development services. In accordance with
these agreements, the Company may be eligible for upfront fees, collaborative research funding and milestones.
Revenues are recognized when all four of the following criteria are met: (i) persuasive evidence that an arrangement
exists; (ii) delivery of the products and/or services has occurred; (iii) the selling price is fixed or determinable; and
(iv) collectability is reasonably assured. Additional information on each type of revenue is outlined below.

Collaboration agreements entered into prior to 2011

For multiple-element agreements entered into prior to January 1, 2011 and not materially modified thereafter, such as
the Company�s agreement with Astellas Pharma Inc., the Company analyzed the agreement to determine whether the
elements within the agreement could be separated or whether they must be accounted for as a single unit of
accounting. If the delivered element, which for the Company is commonly a license, had stand-alone value and the
fair value of the undelivered elements, which for the Company was generally collaborative research activities, could
be determined, the Company recognized revenue separately under the residual method as the elements under the
agreement were delivered. If the delivered element did not have stand-alone value or if the fair value of the
undelivered element could not be determined, the agreement was then accounted for as a single unit of accounting,
with consideration received under the agreement recognized as revenue on the straight-line basis over the estimated
period of performance, which for the Company was generally the expected term of the research and development plan.
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Milestones

Revenue from milestones is recognized when earned, as evidenced by written acknowledgement from the collaborator
or other persuasive evidence that the milestone has been achieved, provided that the milestone event is substantive. A
milestone event is considered to be substantive if its achievability was not reasonably assured at the
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inception of the arrangement and the Company�s efforts led to the achievement of the milestone (or if the milestone
was due upon the occurrence of a specific outcome resulting from the Company�s performance). Events for which the
occurrence is either contingent solely upon the passage of time or the result of a counterparty�s performance are not
considered to be milestone events. If both of these criteria are not met, the milestone payment is recognized over the
remaining minimum period of the Company�s performance obligations under the arrangement. The Company assesses
whether a milestone is substantive at the inception of each arrangement.

Generally, the milestone events contained in the Company�s collaboration agreements coincide with the progression of
the drug candidates from clinical trial, to regulatory approval and then to commercialization. The process of guiding a
clinical trial candidate through clinical trials, having it approved and ultimately commercialized is highly uncertain.
As such, the milestone payments the Company may earn from its partners involve a significant degree of risk to
achieve. Therefore, as a drug candidate progresses through the stages of its life-cycle, the value of the drug candidate
generally increases.

Collaboration agreements entered into or materially modified after December 31, 2010

In October 2009, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (�FASB�) issued a new accounting standard which amends
the guidance on accounting for arrangements involving the delivery of more than one element. This standard
addresses the determination of the unit(s) of accounting for multiple-element arrangements and how the arrangement�s
consideration should be allocated to each unit of accounting. The Company has not entered into nor materially
modified any agreements since December 31, 2010.

Pursuant to the new standard, each required deliverable is evaluated to determine if it qualifies as a separate unit of
accounting. For the Company this determination is generally based on whether the deliverable has �stand-alone value�
to the customer. The arrangement�s consideration is then allocated to each separate unit of accounting based on the
relative selling price of each deliverable. The estimated selling price of each deliverable is determined using the
following hierarchy of values: (i) vendor-specific objective evidence of fair value; (ii) third-party evidence of selling
price; and (iii) best estimate of selling price (�BESP�). The BESP reflects the Company�s best estimate of what the
selling price would be if the deliverable was regularly sold by the Company on a stand-alone basis. The Company
expects, in general, to use the BESP for allocating consideration to each deliverable. In general, the consideration
allocated to each unit of accounting is then recognized as the related goods or services are delivered limited to the
consideration that is not contingent upon future deliverables.

The Company has recognized the following revenue from collaboration agreements:

Three Months Ended
September 30,

Nine Months Ended
September 30,

2013 2012 2013 2012
(in thousands)

Upfront licensing fees $ 6,947 $ 1,604 $ 20,671 $ 4,776
Collaborative research activities 731 2,678 5,146 9,913

Total revenue from collaboration agreements $ 7,678 $ 4,282 $ 25,817 $ 14,689

Deferred revenue
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Amounts received prior to satisfying the above revenue recognition criteria are recorded as deferred revenue in the
accompanying condensed consolidated balance sheets. Amounts not expected to be recognized within the next 12
months are classified as non-current deferred revenue.

Stock-Based Compensation

Stock-based compensation expense represents the cost of the grant date fair value of employee stock option grants
recognized over the requisite service period of the awards (usually the vesting period) on a straight-line basis, net of
estimated forfeitures. For stock option grants with performance-based milestones, the expense is recorded over the
remaining service period after the point when the achievement of the milestone is probable or the performance
condition has been achieved. The Company determines equity-based compensation using the Black-Scholes option
pricing model.
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Total stock-based compensation was allocated as follows:

Three Months Ended
September

30,
Nine Months Ended

September 30,
2013 2012 2013 2012

(in thousands)
Research and development $ 157 $ 22 $ 392 $ 90
General and administrative 385 112 969 397

$ 542 $ 134 $ 1,361 $ 487

As of September 30, 2013, total unrecognized stock-based compensation costs related to non-vested stock options was
approximately $5.8 million and the weighted-average period over which it is expected to be recognized is
approximately 3.3 years.

Sale of Kinase Profiling Services Business

On October 21, 2010, the Company sold all of the assets relating to its kinase profiling service business to DiscoveRx
Corporation (�DiscoveRx�) pursuant to an asset purchase agreement. In consideration for the sale of such assets,
DiscoveRx paid the Company $7.3 million at the closing of the transaction, $0.4 million in January 2011 and may be
required to pay the Company up to an additional $4.5 million of incremental consideration upon the achievement by
DiscoveRx of certain sales and operational milestones. Under the terms of the asset purchase agreement, the Company
was obligated to purchase from DiscoveRx a minimum of $625,000 of screening services during each full calendar
quarter through December 31, 2012. To the extent minimum quarterly commitments exceeded the actual amount of
services received, the Company paid the difference, which was accounted for as a reduction in both the sales price and
the overall gain recorded on the sale of the business. In August 2013, the Company was notified that DiscoverRx has
achieved certain, but not all, specified sales and operational milestones, resulting in the Company earning $2.5 million
of the $4.5 million of incremental consideration. The Company is no longer eligible to earn the remaining $2.0 million
of incremental consideration.

Net Loss Per Share Attributable to Common Stockholders

Basic net loss per share attributable to common stockholders is calculated by dividing the net loss attributable to
common stockholders by the weighted-average number of common shares outstanding for the period, without
consideration for common stock equivalents. Diluted net loss per share attributable to common stockholders is
computed by dividing the net loss attributable to common stockholders by the weighted-average number of common
share equivalents outstanding for the period determined using the treasury-stock method. Dilutive common stock
equivalents are comprised of convertible preferred stock, redeemable convertible preferred stock puts (non-controlling
interest), warrants for the purchase of convertible preferred and common stock, convertible notes payable and options
outstanding under the Company�s stock option plan. For all periods presented, there is no difference in the number of
shares used to calculate basic and diluted shares outstanding due to the Company�s net loss position.

10
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The computation for basic and diluted EPS was as follows (in thousands, except share and per share data):

Three Months Ended
September 30,

Nine Months Ended
September 30,

2013 2012 2013 2012
Numerator for basic and diluted loss
per share:
Loss attributable to Ambit Biosciences
Corporation $ (6,069) $ (6,583) $ (9,150) $ (21,638) 
Accretion to redemption value of
redeemable convertible preferred stock �  (446) (3,634) (1,327) 
Change in fair value of redeemable
non-controlling interest �  (673) 1,747 (1,114) 

Net loss available to common
stockholders $ (6,069) $ (7,702) $ (11,037) $ (24,079) 

Denominator for basic and diluted
loss per share:
Weighted average shares outstanding,
basic and diluted 17,876,984 1,370 8,710,924 1,370

Basic and diluted net loss per share $ (0.34) $ (5,621.90) $ (1.27) $ (17,575.91) 
Potentially dilutive securities not included in the calculation of diluted net loss per share attributable to common
stockholders because to do so would be anti-dilutive are as follows (in common stock equivalent shares):

Three Months Ended
September 30,

Nine Months Ended
September 30,

2013 2012 2013 2012

Convertible preferred stock outstanding �  4,014,981 �  4,014,981
Redeemable non-controlling interest �  273,264 �  273,264
Warrants for convertible preferred stock �  654,829 �  654,829
Warrants for common stock 1,634,746 1,057 1,634,746 1,057
Convertible notes payable �  802,315 �  802,315
Common stock options 1,696,057 5,754 1,696,057 5,754

3,330,803 5,752,200 3,330,803 5,752,200

2. Ambit Canada
Ambit Canada was incorporated on December 29, 2004. Through a series of debt and equity financing transactions
between the Company, GrowthWorks Canadian Fund Ltd. (�GrowthWorks�), a Canadian investor, and Ambit Canada,
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the Company acquired and held between 36% and 50% of Ambit Canada�s total outstanding shares and at least 50% of
the outstanding voting shares of Ambit Canada since its inception through the IPO in May 2013.

Prior to the IPO, GrowthWorks held Class C, Series D-1, Series D-2 and Class E shares of Ambit Canada. These
shares were subject to put options whereby GrowthWorks could exchange its non-voting shares in Ambit Canada for
shares of the Company�s redeemable convertible preferred stock. Immediately prior to the IPO, GrowthWorks
exercised their put options and exchanged their shares of Ambit Canada for 1,538,461 shares of the Company�s Series
C-2 redeemable convertible preferred stock, 612,649 shares of the Company�s Series D
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redeemable convertible preferred stock, 3,666,169 shares of the Company�s Series D-2 redeemable convertible
preferred stock and 6,163,916 shares of the Company�s Series E redeemable convertible preferred stock, all of which
shares were converted to common stock upon the IPO.

The redeemable non-controlling interest was initially valued using the fair value of the Company�s Series C-2, Series
D, Series D-2 and Series E redeemable convertible preferred stock. At each reporting period, the Company adjusted
the carrying value of the redeemable non-controlling interest by the net income (loss) attributable to the redeemable
non-controlling interest. Any difference between the fair value and the adjusted carrying value of the redeemable
non-controlling interest was recorded as an adjustment to additional paid-in capital and presented as a component of
net loss attributable to common stockholders in the accompanying condensed consolidated statements of
comprehensive income (loss). The redeemable non-controlling interest was measured at fair value until the IPO, at
which time no Class C, Series D-1, Series D-2 or Class E shares of Ambit Canada were held by GrowthWorks or any
other third party. The redeemable non-controlling interest was reclassified to additional paid-in capital.

Income (loss) of Ambit Canada was allocated to the redeemable non-controlling interest based on the relative
ownership of Ambit Canada. As of December 31, 2012 and September 30, 2013, the redeemable non-controlling
interest held 60%, and 0%, respectively, of the outstanding shares of Ambit Canada.

3. Fair Value Measurements
The following tables present information about the Company�s financial assets and financial liabilities measured at fair
value on a recurring basis as of September 30, 2013 and December 31, 2012, and indicate the fair value hierarchy of
the valuation techniques utilized by the Company to determine such fair value. In general, fair values determined by
Level 1 inputs utilize quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities that the Company
has the ability to access. The Company classifies money market funds and United States Treasuries as Level 1 assets.

Fair values determined by Level 2 inputs utilize inputs other than quoted prices included in Level 1 that are observable
for the asset or liability, either directly or indirectly. Level 2 inputs include quoted prices for similar assets and
liabilities in active markets, and inputs other than quoted prices that are observable for the asset or liability, such as
interest rates and yield curves that are observable at commonly quoted intervals. The Company obtains the fair value
of Level 2 financial instruments from a third-party professional pricing service using quoted market prices for
identical or comparable instruments. The Company�s professional pricing service gathers market prices from a variety
of industry standard data providers, security master files from large financial institutions and other third-party sources.
The service uses these multiple prices as inputs into a distribution-curve based algorithm to determine a fair value.
The Company then validates the quoted fair values provided by the professional pricing service by comparing the
service�s assessment of the fair values of the Company�s Level 2 investment portfolio balance against the fair values of
the Company�s Level 2 investment portfolio balance provided by the Company�s investment managers. The Company
classifies United States government agency securities as Level 2 assets. There were no transfers between Level 1 and
Level 2 during the nine months ended September 30, 2013 or 2012.

Level 3 inputs are unobservable inputs for the asset or liability, and include situations where there is little, if any,
market activity for the asset or liability. Financial assets and liabilities that are measured or disclosed at fair value on a
recurring basis, and are classified within the Level 3 designation include the preferred stock and common stock
warrant liabilities and the redeemable non-controlling interest. None of the Company�s non-financial assets and
liabilities are recorded at fair value on a non-recurring basis.
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In certain cases, the inputs used to measure fair value may fall into different levels of the fair value hierarchy. In
such cases, the level in the fair value hierarchy within which the fair value measurement in its entirety falls has been
determined based on the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement in its entirety. The
Company�s assessment of the significance of a particular input to the fair value measurement in its entirety requires
judgment, and considers factors specific to the asset or liability.
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Assets that have recurring measurements as of September 30, 2013 are shown below (in thousands):

Fair Value Measurement at Reporting Date Using

Description
Balance as of

September 30, 2013

Quoted Prices in
Active Markets

for Identical
Assets (Level 1)

Significant Other
Observable Inputs

(Level 2)

Significant
Unobservable

Inputs
(Level 3)

Money market funds $ 78,723 $ 78,723 $ �  $ �  
Assets that have recurring measurements as of December 31, 2012 are shown below (in thousands):

Fair Value Measurement at Reporting Date Using

Description
Balance as of

December 31, 2012

Quoted Prices in
Active Markets

for Identical
Assets (Level 1)

Significant Other
Observable Inputs

(Level 2)

Significant
Unobservable

Inputs
(Level 3)

Money market funds $ 14,979 $ 14,979 $ �  $ �  
Liabilities that have recurring measurements as of September 30, 2013 are shown below (in thousands):

Fair Value Measurement at Reporting Date Using

Description
Balance as of

September 30, 2013

Quoted Prices in
Active Markets

for Identical
Assets (Level 1)

Significant Other
Observable Inputs

(Level 2)

Significant
Unobservable

Inputs
(Level 3)

Common warrants $ 15,623 $ �  $ �  $ 15,623
Liabilities that have recurring measurements as of December 31, 2012 are shown below (in thousands):

Fair Value Measurement at Reporting Date Using

Description
Balance as of

December 31, 2012

Quoted Prices in
Active Markets

for Identical
Assets (Level 1)

Significant Other
Observable Inputs

(Level 2)

Significant
Unobservable

Inputs
(Level 3)

Common warrants $ 6,182 $ �  $ �  $ 6,182
Preferred warrants 4,358 �  �  4,358
Redeemable non-controlling
interest 3,323 �  �  3,323

Total liabilities $ 13,863 $ �  $ �  $ 13,863
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The preferred stock and common stock warrant liabilities are recorded at fair value using the Black-Scholes option
pricing model and the redeemable non-controlling interest is recorded at fair value based on the fair value of the
underlying redeemable convertible preferred stock.

The following weighted-average assumptions were used in determining the fair value of the outstanding preferred
stock and common stock warrant liabilities valued using the Black-Scholes option pricing model as of September 30,
2013 and December 31, 2012:

September 30, December 31,
2013 2012

Risk-free interest rate 2.5% 1.6% 
Expected dividend yield 0.0% 0.0% 
Expected volatility 62.8% 63.1% 
Expected term in years 9.1 9.2
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Prior to the Company�s IPO, the following fair values per share of the redeemable convertible preferred stock and
common stock were used in determining the fair value of the outstanding redeemable convertible preferred stock and
common stock warrant liabilities and the redeemable non-controlling interest as of December 31, 2012:

December 31,
2012

Series C redeemable convertible preferred stock $ 0.31
Series D redeemable convertible preferred stock 0.70
Series D-2 redeemable convertible preferred stock 0.31
Series E redeemable convertible preferred stock 0.57
Common stock 6.00

Prior to the Company�s IPO, the fair value of the redeemable convertible preferred stock and common stock was
determined using a probability weighted expected return model. The key inputs into the model included the
probability and timing of expected liquidity event dates, discount rates and the selection of appropriate market
comparable transactions and multiples to apply to the Company�s various historical and forecasted operational metrics.

The following table is a reconciliation for all liabilities measured at fair value using Level 3 unobservable inputs:

Common
Warrant

Liabilities

Preferred
Warrant

Liabilities

Redeemable
Non-

Controlling
Interest

(in thousands)

Balance at December 31, 2012 $ 6,182 $ 4,358 $ 3,323
Issuance of shares of redeemable non-controlling
interest �  �  2,725
Change in fair value 9,714 331 (1,747) 
Net loss attributable to redeemable non-controlling
interest �  �  (61) 
Exercise of common warrants (273) �  �  
Reclassification to additional paid-in capital upon the
closing of the Company�s IPO �  (4,689) (4,240) 

Balance at September 30, 2013 $ 15,623 $ �  $ �  

4. Warrants
In May 2013, in connection with the IPO, all outstanding preferred stock warrants converted into warrants to purchase
shares of common stock. The Company�s outstanding warrant liabilities consisted of the following:
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September 30, 2013

Issue Date Expiration Date

Exercise Price
per

Share

Shares Issuable
upon

Exercise Fair Value
(in thousands, except share and per

share data)

October 2012 October 2022 $ 0.24 1,017,227 $ 15,580
November 2012 October 2022 0.24 2,787 43

1,020,014 $ 15,623
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The following table summarizes the warrants outstanding for purchase of common stock as of September 30, 2013
(excluding the warrants above that require liability accounting):

Shares Issuable
upon

Exercise Exercise Price Expiration Date
15,075 $ 103.20 October 2013 � September 2017

218 54.99 August 2016
72,970 21.84 June 2019 � July 2019

78 2,184.00 July 2019
85,714 16.80 March 2020
20,690 36.96 September 2020

39 3,696.00 September 2020
419,948 0.02 May 2021

614,732

5. Notes Payable
Venture Loans

On March 31, 2010, the Company received $12.0 million in gross proceeds from the issuance of two secured
promissory notes under a Venture Loan and Security Agreement with Compass Horizon Funding Company LLC and
Oxford Finance Corporation (the �Venture Loans�). The Venture Loans were designated for general working capital and
to repay $2.2 million of prior working capital notes. The annual interest rate, excluding the final payment, is fixed at
12.25%. The final payment, which was made in September 2013, included additional interest of 3.0% of the initial
loan amount, or $360,000, which was accreted over the life of the notes using the effective interest method and is
included in interest expense in the accompanying condensed consolidated statements of comprehensive loss. In
accordance with the terms of the notes, the Company made payments of only interest during the initial 12 month
period May 1, 2010 through April 1, 2011 and commenced making principal and interest payments May 1, 2011 for
the remaining 30 months. The Venture Loans were secured by a first priority security interest in all assets, excluding
intellectual property, for which the Company provided a negative pledge.

The Company issued the lenders warrants to purchase shares of the Company�s redeemable convertible preferred stock
expiring in March 2020. The warrants contain a net issuance provision such that the lenders may exchange the
warrants for shares without the payment of any additional cash consideration. The initial fair value of the warrants of
$0.7 million was determined using a binomial model using Level 3 inputs and is recorded as a discount to the
principal balance. This discount is amortized using the effective interest method over the 42 month term of the
Venture Loans and is included in interest expense in the accompanying condensed consolidated statements of
comprehensive loss. The warrants are exercisable for the purchase of an aggregate of 85,714 shares of the Company�s
common stock at an exercise price of $16.80 per share.

As of September 30, 2013 and December 31, 2012 the outstanding principal balance of the Venture Loans was $0 and
$4.4 million, respectively, which was offset by outstanding debt discount of $0 and $92,000, respectively.
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6. Redeemable Convertible Preferred Stock, Convertible Preferred Stock and Stockholders� Equity (Deficit)
Upon the closing of the IPO in May 2013, 133,807,619 outstanding shares of redeemable convertible preferred stock
and 1,590,014 shares of convertible preferred stock were converted into 6,449,073 shares of common stock, and the
related carrying values of $160.7 million and $13.7 million were reclassified to additional paid-in capital. At
September 30, 2013, no shares of convertible preferred stock were issued or outstanding.
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7. Collaboration Agreements
Astellas Pharma Inc. and Astellas US LLC

In December 2009, the Company entered into an agreement with Astellas Pharma Inc. and Astellas US LLC
(collectively �Astellas�) to jointly, research, develop and commercialize certain FLT3 kinase inhibitors in oncology and
non-oncology indications. Under the agreement, the Company granted Astellas an exclusive, worldwide license, with
limited rights to sublicense, develop, commercialize and otherwise exploit quizartinib and certain metabolites and
derivatives of those compounds. In addition, the agreement provides that the Company and Astellas would conduct a
five-year joint research program related to preclinical development of certain designated follow-on compounds to
quizartinib. Astellas had sole ownership of all regulatory materials and approvals related to the compounds in
exchange for certain payments described below and their commitment to jointly develop, and then commercialize and
promote, products based on the licensed technology.

On March 7, 2013 Astellas exercised the right to terminate the Company�s agreement, effective September 3, 2013.
Through September 3, 2013 Astellas and the Company continued to share agreed-upon development costs equally.
Subsequent to September 3, 2013, the Company became solely responsible for development costs associated with
quizartinib.

Astellas is obligated to reimburse the Company for half of certain agreed-upon costs in connection with the transition
of Astellas� development activities to the Company. These costs are expected to be fully expensed by the Company by
the end of 2013.
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Item 2. Management�s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations

The following discussion and analysis should be read in conjunction with our financial statements and accompanying
notes included in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q and the financial statements and accompanying notes thereto
for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2012 and the related Management�s Discussion and Analysis of Financial
Condition and Results of Operations, both of which are contained in our final prospectus filed by us with the
Securities and Exchange Commission, or SEC, on May 16, 2013 relating to our Registration Statement on Form S-1/A
(File No. 333-186760) for our initial public offering.

Forward-Looking Statements

This Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q may contain �forward-looking statements� within the meaning of Section 27A
of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or the Securities Act, and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of
1934, as amended, or the Exchange Act. Such forward-looking statements, which represent our intent, belief, or
current expectations, involve risks and uncertainties. We use words such as �may,� �will,� �expect,� �anticipate,�
�estimate,� �intend,� �plan,� �predict,� �potential,� �believe,� �should� and similar expressions to identify
forward-looking statements, although not all forward-looking statements contain these identifying words. Such
statements may include, but are not limited to, statements concerning: (i) the initiation, cost, timing, progress and
results of our research and development activities, preclinical studies and future clinical trials, including our expected
timeline for nominating clinical development candidates under our strategic alliances and our expected timeline for
filing applications with regulatory authorities; (ii) our ability to obtain and maintain regulatory approval of our
future product candidates, and any related restrictions, limitations, and/or warnings in the label of an approved
product candidate; (iii) our ability to obtain funding for our operations; (iv) our plans to research, develop and
commercialize our future product candidates; (v) our ability to attract collaborators with development, regulatory
and commercialization expertise; (vi) our ability to obtain and maintain intellectual property protection for our future
product candidates; (vii) the size and growth potential of the markets for our future product candidates, and our
ability to serve those markets; (viii) our ability to successfully commercialize our future product candidates; (ix) the
rate and degree of market acceptance of our product candidates; (x) our ability to develop sales and marketing
capabilities, whether alone or with potential future collaborators; (xi) regulatory developments in the United States
and foreign countries; and (xii) the performance of our third-party suppliers and manufacturers. Although we believe
the expectations reflected in these forward-looking statements are reasonable, such statements are inherently subject
to risk and we can give no assurances that our expectations will prove to be correct. You should not place undue
reliance on these forward-looking statements, which apply only as of the date of this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q.
As a result of many factors, including without limitation those set forth under �Risk Factors� under Item 1A of Part II
below, and elsewhere in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q, our actual results may differ materially from those
anticipated in these forward-looking statements. We undertake no obligation to update these forward-looking
statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this report or to reflect actual outcomes.

Overview

We are a biopharmaceutical company focused on the discovery, development and commercialization of drugs to treat
unmet medical needs in oncology, autoimmune and inflammatory diseases by inhibiting kinases that are important
drivers for those diseases. Our pipeline currently includes three programs, each aimed at the inhibition of validated
kinase targets. Our lead drug candidate, quizartinib, which we formerly referred to as AC220, is a once-daily,
orally-administered, potent and selective inhibitor of the FMS-like tyrosine kinase 3, or FLT3. We are planning to
initiate a Phase 3 clinical trial of quizartinib in early 2014 in patients with acute myeloid leukemia, or AML, who
express a genetic mutation in FLT3 (referred to by us as FLT3-ITD positive) who are refractory to or relapsed after
first-line treatment with or without hematopoietic stem cell transplantation, or HSCT, consolidation. Under our
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proposed study design, which is pending feedback from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, or FDA, we plan to
enroll 326 patients who will be randomized 2:1 to quizartinib monotherapy or salvage chemotherapy and a single
interim analysis is planned. Our second drug candidate in clinical development, AC410, is a potent, selective,
orally-administered, small molecule inhibitor of Janus kinase 2, or JAK2, that has potential utility for the treatment of
autoimmune and inflammatory diseases. Our third program consists of a potent and exquisitely selective small
molecule compound, AC708, which inhibits the colony-stimulating factor-1 receptor, or CSF1R, a receptor tyrosine
kinase. This compound is in preclinical studies and has potential utility in oncology, autoimmune and inflammatory
diseases. All of our drug candidates and clinical candidates have been internally discovered by us.
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We have no products approved for sale, we have not generated any revenues from product sales and we have incurred
significant operating losses since our inception. We have generated revenues from upfront payments and
reimbursements associated with our collaboration agreements and from our former kinase profiling services business.
We have never been profitable and have incurred consolidated net losses of approximately $9.2 million for the nine
months ended September 30, 2013. As of September 30, 2013, we had an accumulated deficit of $246.1 million. We
expect to continue to incur significant operating losses and negative cash flows from operating activities for the
foreseeable future as we continue the clinical development of quizartinib, seek regulatory approval for and, if
approved, pursue eventual commercialization of quizartinib, and advance our other drug candidates through
preclinical studies and clinical trials.

We conduct our activities through Ambit Biosciences Corporation, a Delaware corporation, from our primary facility
in San Diego, California. Additionally, as of September 30, 2013, we have a wholly-owned subsidiary, Ambit Canada,
which in the past conducted limited research and development activities in Toronto. We also have a wholly-owned
subsidiary, Ambit Europe Limited, located in the United Kingdom, which has limited operations related to regulatory
filings in the European Union. The following information is presented on a consolidated basis to include the accounts
of these subsidiaries. All intercompany transactions and balances are eliminated in consolidation.

In May 2013, we completed our initial public offering, or IPO, of shares of our common stock pursuant to a
registration statement on Form S-1 that was declared effective on May 15, 2013. In the IPO, we sold 8,125,000 shares
of our common stock at a price of $8.00 per share. As a result of the IPO, we raised a total of $58.1 million in net
proceeds after deducting underwriting discounts and commissions of approximately $4.6 million and offering
expenses of approximately $2.3 million. Costs directly associated with the IPO were capitalized and recorded as
deferred IPO costs prior to the closing of the IPO. These costs have been recorded as a reduction of the proceeds
received in arriving at the amount to be recorded as additional paid-in-capital. In addition, in connection with the
completion of the IPO, all outstanding convertible preferred stock converted into 6,449,073 shares of common stock.

Concurrent with the closing of the IPO, we sold 3,134,495 shares of common stock to certain of our existing
shareholders in a concurrent private placement at the IPO price of $8.00 per share and received net proceeds of $25.1
million.

Financial Overview

Revenues

We have generated revenues from upfront, milestone and collaborative research activity payments received under our
collaboration agreements. Reimbursements paid to us from Astellas for 50% of the eligible research and development
costs incurred by us under our collaboration agreement are recorded as revenue. Any amounts due to Astellas for our
share of costs incurred by Astellas are recorded as research and development costs.

We currently have no products approved for sale, and we have not generated any revenues from product sales or
product royalties and do not expect to receive any revenues from any drug candidates unless and until they obtain
regulatory approval. To date, we have not submitted any drug candidate for regulatory approval. In the future, we may
generate revenues from a combination of additional milestone payments, reimbursements, and royalties in connection
with our existing and any future collaborations, as well as product sales for any approved products. However, other
than reimbursement from Astellas of certain development costs through the effective date of the termination of our
agreement and of certain transition costs and potential milestone payments from Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd.,
or Teva, we do not expect to receive revenues unless and until we receive approval for quizartinib or potentially enter
into additional collaboration agreements for quizartinib or our other drug candidates. If we fail to achieve clinical
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success in the development of quizartinib in a timely manner and/or obtain regulatory approval for this drug
candidate, our ability to generate future revenues would be materially adversely affected.

Research and Development Expenses

The majority of our operating expenses to date have been incurred in research and development activities. Research
and development expenses relate primarily to the discovery and development of our drug candidates. Our business
model is dependent upon our continuing to conduct a significant amount of research and development. To date,
quizartinib represents the largest portion of our research and development expense. From the date of our
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agreement with Astellas and through the effective date of the termination, we shared equally in any agreed-upon
research and development costs for quizartinib and any follow-on compounds in the United States and European
Union and Astellas was solely responsible for development costs outside of the United States and European Union.
Following the effective date of the termination, we will be responsible for all world-wide development costs for
quizartinib and any follow-on compounds, other than certain agreed upon transition costs, which will be shared with
Astellas. Our research and development expenses consist primarily of:

� expenses incurred under agreements with contract research organizations, or CROs, investigative sites
and consultants that conduct our clinical trials and a substantial portion of our preclinical studies;

� employee-related expenses, which include salaries and benefits;

� the cost of developing our chemistry, manufacturing and controls capabilities, or CMC, and acquiring
clinical trial materials;

� facilities, depreciation and other allocated expenses, which include direct and allocated expenses for
rent and maintenance of facilities and equipment, and depreciation of fixed assets;

� stock-based compensation expense to employees and consultants; and

� costs associated with other research activities and regulatory approvals.
Research and development costs are expensed as incurred.

The following table indicates our research and development expense by project/category for the periods indicated (in
thousands):

Three Months Ended September 30,Nine Months Ended September 30,Total January 1,
2007

through
September

30,
20132013 2012 2013 2012

Quizartinib $ 2,772 $ 6,455 $ 14,659 $ 22,893 $ 120,085
AC410 /AC430 80 107 130 821 15,753
CSF1R 503 237 1,376 1,039 12,705
Discovery projects 552 1,153 1,780 3,401 60,323
R&D administration 577 217 2,208 1,966 15,620

Total $ 4,484 $ 8,169 $ 20,153 $ 30,120 $ 224,486
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Prior to 2007, we did not track research and development costs by project/category.

At this time, due to the inherently unpredictable nature of preclinical and clinical development and given the early
stage of our clinical and preclinical programs, we are unable to estimate with any certainty the costs we will incur
in the continued development of quizartinib and our other clinical and preclinical programs. Clinical development
timelines, the probability of success and development costs can differ materially from expectations. While we are
currently focused on advancing quizartinib, our future research and development expenses will depend on the
preclinical and clinical success of each drug candidate that we develop, as well as ongoing assessments of the
commercial potential of such drug candidates. In addition, we cannot forecast with any degree of certainty which drug
candidates may be subject to future collaborations, when such arrangements will be secured, if at all, and to what
degree such arrangements would affect our development plans and capital requirements.

Research and development expenditures will continue to be significant and will increase as we continue development
of quizartinib and advance the development of our proprietary pipeline of novel drug candidates over at least the next
several years. We expect to incur significant research and development costs as we complete the ongoing clinical trials
of quizartinib, conduct our planned Phase 3 clinical trial in relapsed/refractory AML patients, which we plan to initiate
in early 2014, subject to receiving input from regulatory authorities, and prepare regulatory submissions.

The costs of clinical trials may vary significantly over the life of a project owing to factors that include but are not
limited to the following:

� per patient trial costs;
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� the number of patients that participate in the trials;

� the number of sites included in the trials;

� the countries in which the trial is conducted;

� the length of time required to enroll eligible patients;

� the number of doses that patients receive;

� the drop-out or discontinuation rates of patients;

� potential additional safety monitoring or other studies requested by regulatory agencies;

� the duration of patient follow-up; and

� the efficacy and safety profile of the drug candidate.
We do not expect quizartinib to be commercially available, if at all, for at least the next several years. We base our
expenses related to clinical trials on estimates which are based on our experience and estimates from CROs and other
third parties.

General and Administrative Expenses

General and administrative expenses consist principally of salaries and related costs for personnel in executive,
finance, business development, marketing, and legal functions. Other general and administrative expenses include
facility costs, patent filing costs, and professional fees for legal, consulting, auditing and tax services. We anticipate
that our general and administrative expenses will continue to be significant and will increase as a result of being a
public company and associated increased payroll, expanded infrastructure and higher consulting, legal, accounting and
investor relations costs, and director and officer insurance premiums. We expect these increases to be partially offset
by a reduction in costs related to a facility move completed in the first quarter of 2013.

In addition, we expect to incur increased expenses associated with building a sales and marketing team. We expect to
start incurring such expenses prior to receiving regulatory approval of quizartinib. We do not expect to receive any
such regulatory approval for at least the next several years.

Sale of Kinase Profiling Services Business

On October 21, 2010, we sold all of the assets relating to our kinase profiling service business to DiscoveRx
Corporation (�DiscoveRx�) pursuant to an asset purchase agreement. In consideration for the sale of such assets,
DiscoveRx paid us $7.3 million at the closing of the transaction, $0.4 million in January 2011 and may be required to
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pay us up to an additional $4.5 million of incremental consideration upon the achievement by DiscoveRx of certain
sales and operational milestones. Under the terms of the asset purchase agreement, we were obligated to purchase
from DiscoveRx a minimum of $625,000 of screening services during each full calendar quarter through
December 31, 2012. To the extent minimum quarterly commitments exceeded the actual amount of services received,
we paid the difference, which was accounted for as a reduction in both the sales price and the overall gain recorded on
the sale of the business. In August 2013, we were notified that DiscoverRx has achieved certain, but not all, specified
sales and operational milestones, resulting in our earning $2.5 million of the $4.5 million of incremental
consideration. We are no longer eligible to earn the remaining $2.0 million of incremental consideration.

Interest Expense

Interest expense consists primarily of coupon interest, amortization of debt discount and amortization of deferred
financing costs associated with our 2012 bridge loan, our equipment notes payable and our venture loans, as described
in Notes 6 and 7 to our audited consolidated financial statements in our Registration Statement on Form S-1 (File
No. 333-186760), originally filed with the SEC on February 20, 2013.

Other Income

Other income consists primarily of: (i) interest income earned on our cash and cash equivalents; and (ii) exchange rate
gains and losses on transactions denominated in a currency other than our functional currency, the U.S. dollar.
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Critical Accounting Policies and Significant Judgments and Estimates

Our management�s discussion and analysis of financial condition and results of operations is based on our financial
statements, which have been prepared in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States, or GAAP. The preparation of these financial statements requires us to make estimates and assumptions that
affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and the disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of
the financial statements, as well as the reported revenues and expenses during the reporting periods. These items are
monitored and analyzed by us for changes in facts and circumstances, and material changes in these estimates could
occur in the future. We base our estimates on historical experience and on various other factors that we believe are
reasonable under the circumstances, the results of which form the basis for making judgments about the carrying value
of assets and liabilities that are not readily apparent from other sources. Changes in estimates are reflected in reported
results for the period in which they become known. Actual results may differ materially from these estimates under
different assumptions or conditions.

We discussed accounting policies and assumptions that involve a higher degree of judgment and complexity within
Note 1 to our audited consolidated financial statements in our Registration Statement on Form S-1 (File
No. 333-186760) , originally filed with the SEC on February 20, 2013. There were no material changes to our critical
accounting policies and estimates during the quarter ended September 30, 2013.

Results of Operations

Comparison of the Three Months Ended September 30, 2013 and 2012

Collaboration Agreement Revenues and Other. We recorded revenues of $7.7 million and $4.3 million for the three
months ended September 30, 2013 and 2012, respectively. The increase of approximately $3.4 million was primarily
due to an increase in license fee amortization revenue being recognized during the three months ended September 30,
2013. In March 2013, we received a notice of termination of the agreement from Astellas, which termination was
effective in September 2013. Accordingly, the remaining deferred revenue related to the upfront license fee is being
recognized over the period from March 2013 through September 2013. This increase was partially offset by a
reduction in cost reimbursement revenue due to lower quizartinib research and development expenses and the
termination of the collaboration agreement with Astellas in early September 2013. The reduction in quizartinib
research and development expenses was due to a reduction in the number of patients being treated and followed in our
Phase 2 clinical trial, in which enrollment was completed in late 2011.

Research and Development Expenses. Our research and development expenses were $4.5 million and $8.2 million for
the three months ended September 30, 2013 and 2012, respectively. A comparison of research and development
expenses by category is as follows (in thousands):

Three Months Ended
September 30, Increase/

(Decrease)2013 2012
Outside services $ 2,400 $ 6,384 $ (3,984) 
Salaries and personnel 1,625 1,434 191
Facilities and operations 459 351 108

Total $ 4,484 $ 8,169 $ (3,685) 
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Outside Services. Expenses for outside services, such as for CROs and investigator sites, decreased approximately
$4.0 million from $6.4 million for the three months ended September 30, 2012 to $2.4 million for the three months
ended September 30, 2013. This decrease was due to lower quizartinib research and development expenses, resulting
from a reduction in the number of patients being treated and followed in our Phase 2 clinical trial, in which enrollment
was completed in late 2011.

General and Administrative Expenses. Our general and administrative expenses were $3.1 million and $1.2 million for
the three months ended September 30, 2013 and 2012, respectively. The increase of approximately $1.8 million was
due to increased costs related to patent prosecution, personnel-related expenses, stock-based compensation expense
and consulting for market research, organizational development and planning related to the return of full rights for
quizartinib.
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Interest Expense. Interest expense decreased approximately $506,000 from $559,000 for the three months ended
September 30, 2012 to $53,000 for the three months ended September 30, 2013. The decrease in interest expense was
due to interest being incurred in the three months ended September 30, 2012 for a bridge loan, which was converted
into shares of our Series E redeemable convertible preferred stock in October 2012. Additionally, decrease in interest
expense was due to a decrease in the principal balance of our outstanding venture loan. This loan was paid in full in
September 2013.

Change in Fair Value of Warrant Liabilities. Expense related to the change in fair value of the stock warrant liabilities
increased approximately $7.1 million from $1.6 million for the three months ended September 30, 2012 to $8.7
million for the three months ended September 30, 2013. The increase was primarily due to changes in the fair value of
the securities underlying the warrants.

Comparison of the Nine Months Ended September 30, 2013 and 2012

Collaboration Agreement Revenues and Other. We recorded revenues of $25.8 million and $14.7 million for the nine
months ended September 30, 2013 and 2012, respectively, primarily under our agreement with Astellas. The increase
of approximately $11.1 million was primarily due to an increase in license fee amortization revenue being recognized
during the nine months ended September 30, 2013. In March 2013, we received a notice of termination of the
agreement from Astellas, which termination was effective in September 2013. Accordingly, the remaining deferred
revenue related to the upfront license fee was recognized over the period from March 2013 through September 2013.
This increase was partially offset by a reduction in cost reimbursement revenue due to lower quizartinib research and
development expenses and the termination of the collaboration agreement with Astellas in early September 2013. The
reduction in quizartinib research and development expenses was due to a reduction in the number of patients being
treated and followed in our Phase 2 clinical trial.

Research and Development Expenses. Our research and development expenses were $20.2 million and $30.1 million
for the nine months ended September 30, 2013 and 2012, respectively. A comparison of research and development
expenses by category is as follows (in thousands):

Nine Months Ended
September 30, Increase/

(Decrease)2013 2012
Outside services $ 13,485 $ 23,194 $ (9,709) 
Salaries and personnel 5,134 4,754 380
Facilities and operations 1,534 2,172 (638) 

Total $ 20,153 $ 30,120 $ (9,967) 

Outside Services. Expenses for outside services, such as for CROs and investigator sites, decreased approximately
$9.7 million from $23.2 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2012 to $13.5 million for the nine months
ended September 30, 2013. This decrease was due to lower quizartinib research and development expenses, resulting
from a reduction in the number of patients being treated and followed in our Phase 2 clinical trial, for which
enrollment of patients was completed in late 2011.

General and Administrative Expense. General and administrative expenses increased approximately $2.5 million from
$4.5 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2012 to $7.0 million for the nine months ended September 30,
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2013. The increase was primarily due to was due to increased costs related to patent prosecution, stock-based
compensation expense, personnel-related expenses and consulting for market research, organizational development
and planning related to the return of full rights for quizartinib.

Interest Expense. Interest expense decreased approximately $996,000 from $1.3 million for the nine months ended
September 30, 2012 to $323,000 for the nine months ended September 30, 2013. The decrease in interest expense was
primarily due to the decrease in the principal balance of our outstanding venture loan as we paid down more principal
near the maturity of the loan, and the corresponding lower amount of interest paid on such loan during the period.
Additionally, the 2012 bridge loan converted into shares of our Series E redeemable convertible preferred stock in
October 2012. Accordingly, no interest expense was incurred on the 2012 bridge loan during 2013.
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Change in Fair Value of Warrant and Derivative Liabilities. Expense related to the change in fair value of the stock
warrant liabilities increased approximately $7.6 million from $2.4 million for the nine months ended September 30,
2012 to $10.0 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2013. The increase was primarily due to changes in
the fair value of the securities underlying the warrants.

Liquidity and Capital Resources

We have incurred losses substantially since inception and negative cash flows from operating activities for the nine
months ended September 30, 2013. As of September 30, 2013, we had an accumulated deficit of $246.1 million. We
anticipate that we will continue to incur net losses for the foreseeable future as we: (i) continue the development and
potential commercialization of our lead drug candidate, quizartinib, (ii) continue our research and development
programs to advance our internal product pipeline and (iii) incur additional costs associated with being a public
company.

From our inception through September 30, 2013, we have funded our consolidated operations primarily through the
issuance of equity and convertible debt securities and upfront payments from our collaboration agreements.
Additionally, we have funded a portion of our operations from service revenues and additional funding under our
collaboration agreements. As of September 30, 2013, we had cash and cash equivalents of approximately
$78.9 million.

The following table sets forth a summary of the net cash flow activity for each of the periods set forth below (in
thousands):

Nine Months Ended
September 30,

2013 2012
Net cash used in operating activities $ (19,714) $ (21,463) 
Net cash (used in) provided by investing activities (608) 65
Net cash provided by financing activities 81,828 9,410
Effect of exchange rate changes on cash (131) 127

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents $ 61,375 $ (11,861) 

Cash used in operating activities decreased $1.7 million from $21.5 million for the nine months ended September 30,
2012 to $19.7 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2013. Our net loss decreased approximately $12.8
million from $22.0 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2012 to $9.2 million for the nine months ended
September 30, 2013. This decrease was offset by an increase in the usage of deferred revenue of approximately $15.9
million from $4.8 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2012 to $20.7 million for the nine months ended
September 30, 2013. Non-cash expenses increased approximately $7.6 million from $4.3 million for the nine months
ended September 30, 2012 to $11.8 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2013. Changes in working
capital and deferrals excluding deferred revenue in the nine months ended September 30, 2013 and 2012 used cash of
$1.6 million and provided cash of $2.6 million, respectively.

During the nine months ended September 30, 2013, investing activities used cash of $608,000, primarily due to
purchases of property and equipment. During the nine months ended September 30, 2012, investing activities
provided cash of $65,000, primarily due to sales of property and equipment.
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Financing activities provided cash of $81.8 million and $9.4 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2013
and 2012, respectively. Cash provided during the nine months ended September 30, 2013 was primarily derived from
our IPO and concurrent private offering. Cash provided during the nine months ended September 30, 2012 was
primarily derived from the issuance of a note payable.

The financial statements of our Canadian subsidiary are measured using the local currency as the functional currency.
The effect of exchange rate on cash relates to the fluctuation in exchange rate of the Canadian dollar to the U.S. dollar.
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Operating Capital Requirements

Contractual Obligations. Under our collaboration agreement with Astellas, through the effective date of the
termination, we shared equally with Astellas all agreed-upon development costs related to quizartinib in the United
States and European Union, and research costs on other compounds under the agreement. After the effective date of
the termination, we are responsible for all costs related to quizartinib and other compounds covered by the agreement,
except for certain agreed-upon transition costs, which are shared equally between us and Astellas.

Our most significant clinical trial expenditures are to CROs. The contracts with CROs generally are cancellable, with
notice, at our option and do not have any cancellation penalties. These items are not included in the table below.

The following table summarizes our contractual obligations at December 31, 2012 including interest (in thousands):

Payments Due by Period

Total
Less than

1 Year
1-3

Years
3-5

Years
More than

5 Years
Long-term debt (including interest) $ 5,024 $ 5,024 $ �  $ �  $ �  
Operating lease obligations 3,976 615 1,497 1,339 525

Total $ 9,000 $ 5,639 $ 1,497 $ 1,339 $ 525

Our commitment for long-term debt relates primarily to the $12.0 million venture loan executed in March 2010, of
which $4.3 million was outstanding as of December 31, 2012. The long-term debt was paid off in full in September
2013.

Our commitments for operating leases relate primarily to our lease of office and laboratory space in San Diego,
California.

Our future capital requirements are difficult to forecast and will depend on many factors, including:

� the progress, costs and results of our Phase 2b clinical trial, our anticipated Phase 3 clinical trial and
future trials that may be required to support regulatory approval and label expansion for quizartinib;

� the outcome, timing and cost of regulatory approvals;

� the initiation, progress, timing and results of preclinical studies and clinical trials for any of our other
drug candidates;

� the costs and timing of establishing sales, marketing and distribution capabilities;
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� delays that may be caused by changing regulatory requirements;

� the costs involved in filing and prosecuting patent applications and enforcing and defending patent
claims; and

� the extent to which we acquire or invest in businesses, products or technologies.
We believe our existing cash and cash equivalents, together with interest thereon, will be sufficient to fund our
operations through at least the next 12 months and will be sufficient to fund the continued development of quizartinib
through receipt of topline data from our planned Phase 3 clinical trial in approximately 326 patients with
relapsed/refractory AML. However, our forecast of the period of time through which our financial resources will be
adequate to support our operations is a forward-looking statement that involves risks and uncertainties, and actual
results could vary materially. As of September 30, 2013, there were no material changes, outside of the ordinary
course of business, in our outstanding contractual obligations from those disclosed within �Management�s Discussion
and Analysis of Financial Conditions and Results of Operations,� as contained in our final prospectus filed with the
SEC on May 16, 2013, relating to our Registration Statement on Form S-1 (File No. 333-186760) for our IPO.
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Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements

As of September 30, 2013 and 2012, we did not have any relationships with unconsolidated entities or financial
partnerships, such as entities often referred to as special purpose or structured finance entities, which would have been
established for the purposes of facilitating off-balance sheet arrangements or other contractually narrow or limited
purposes. As such, we are not materially exposed to any financing, liquidity, market or credit risk that could arise if
we had engaged in these relationships.
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Item 3. Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures about Market Risk

Interest Rate Risk

Our cash and cash equivalents as of September 30, 2013 consisted of cash and money market funds. Our primary
exposure to market risk is interest income sensitivity, which is affected by changes in the general level of U.S. interest
rates. However, because of the short-term nature of the instruments in our portfolio, a sudden change in market
interest rates would not be expected to have a material impact on our financial condition and/or results of operation.

Foreign Currency Risk

Our balance sheet as of September 30, 2013 includes cash and cash equivalent balances of approximately $13,000
denominated in Canadian dollars through our Canadian subsidiary, Ambit Canada. The majority of Ambit Canada�s
operational activities are denominated in Canadian dollars. We do not participate in any foreign currency hedging
activities and we do not have any other derivative financial instruments. We did not recognize any significant
exchange rate losses during the three- and nine-month periods ended September 30, 2013 and 2012.

Item 4. Controls and Procedures

Disclosure Controls and Procedures

We maintain disclosure controls and procedures that are designed to ensure that information required to be disclosed
in our periodic and current reports that we file with the SEC is recorded, processed, summarized and reported within
the time periods specified in the SEC�s rules and forms, and that such information is accumulated and communicated
to our management, including our chief executive officer and chief financial officer, as appropriate, to allow timely
decisions regarding required disclosure. In designing and evaluating the disclosure controls and procedures,
management recognized that any controls and procedures, no matter how well designed and operated, can provide
only reasonable and not absolute assurance of achieving the desired control objectives. In reaching a reasonable level
of assurance, management necessarily was required to apply its judgment in evaluating the cost-benefit relationship of
possible controls and procedures. In addition, the design of any system of controls also is based in part upon certain
assumptions about the likelihood of future events, and there can be no assurance that any design will succeed in
achieving its stated goals under all potential future conditions; over time, control may become inadequate because of
changes in conditions, or the degree of compliance with policies or procedures may deteriorate. Because of the
inherent limitations in a cost-effective control system, misstatements due to error or fraud may occur and not be
detected.

As of September 30, 2013, we carried out an evaluation, under the supervision and with the participation of our
management, including our chief executive officer and chief financial officer, of the effectiveness of the design and
operation of our disclosure controls and procedures, as defined in Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e) under the Exchange
Act. Based on this evaluation, our chief executive officer and chief financial officer concluded that our disclosure
controls and procedures were effective at the reasonable assurance level as of September 30, 2013.

An evaluation was also performed under the supervision and with the participation of our management, including our
chief executive officer and our chief financial officer, of any change in our internal control over financial reporting
that occurred during our last fiscal quarter and that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect,
our internal control over financial reporting. That evaluation did not identify any change in our internal control over
financial reporting that occurred during our latest fiscal quarter that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to
materially affect, our internal control over financial reporting.
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PART II. OTHER INFORMATION

Item 1. Legal Proceedings

We are currently not a party to any material legal proceedings.

Item 1A. Risk Factors

You should carefully consider the following risk factors, as well as the other information in this report, before
deciding whether to purchase, hold or sell shares of our common stock. The occurrence of any of the following risks
could harm our business, financial condition, results of operations and/or growth prospects or cause our actual
results to differ materially from those contained in forward-looking statements we have made in this report and those
we may make from time to time. You should consider all of the risk factors described when evaluating our business.
We have marked with an asterisk (*) those risk factors that reflect changes from the risk factors included in our final
prospectus filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on May 16, 2013 relating to our Registration
Statement on Form S-1 (File No. 333-186760) for our initial public offering.

Risks Related to Our Business and Industry

We are highly dependent on the success of our lead drug candidate, quizartinib, which is still in clinical
development, and we cannot give any assurance that it, or any other drug candidates, will receive regulatory
approval, which is necessary before they can be commercialized. *

Our future success is substantially dependent on our ability to obtain regulatory approval for, and then successfully
commercialize quizartinib, our lead drug candidate, for which we are planning to initiate a Phase 3 clinical trial in
early 2014. Our other drug candidates are in earlier stages of development. Our business depends entirely on the
successful development and commercialization of our drug candidates. We have not completed the development of
any drug candidates, we currently generate no revenues from sales of any drugs, and we may never be able to develop
a marketable drug.

Quizartinib will require additional clinical development, evaluation of clinical, preclinical and manufacturing
activities, regulatory approval in multiple jurisdictions, substantial investment, access to sufficient commercial
manufacturing capacity and significant marketing efforts before we can generate any revenues from product sales. The
U.S. Food and Drug Administration, or FDA, has also informed us that an approved companion diagnostic is required
in order to obtain approval of quizartinib. Companion diagnostics are subject to regulation as medical devices and
must be separately approved for marketing by the FDA. We are not permitted to market or promote quizartinib, or any
other drug candidates before we receive regulatory approval from the FDA and comparable foreign regulatory
authorities, and we may never receive such regulatory approvals.

We expect, pending regulatory authority input, to initiate a randomized, comparative Phase 3 clinical trial of
quizartinib in patients with relapsed/refractory acute myeloid leukemia, or AML, in early 2014. There is no guarantee
that this trial will commence or be completed on time or at all. Even if the trial is successfully completed, we cannot
guarantee that the FDA or foreign regulatory authorities will interpret the results as we do. To the extent that the
results of the trial are not satisfactory to the FDA or foreign regulatory authorities for support of a marketing
application, we may be required to expend significant additional resources to conduct additional trials in support of
potential approval of quizartinib.
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We have initiated discussions with the FDA regarding the acceptability of the primary endpoint in our Phase 2 and
Phase 2b clinical trials (CRc) as a novel surrogate endpoint that could support an accelerated approval of quizartinib
based upon our Phase 2 and Phase 2b clinical trials. There is no guarantee that the FDA will accept CRc as a surrogate
endpoint or, even if accepted, that our Phase 2 and Phase 2b data would be sufficient to support regulatory approval
on an accelerated basis.

We cannot anticipate when or if we will seek regulatory review of quizartinib for any other indications. We have not
previously submitted a New Drug Application, or NDA, to the FDA, or similar drug approval filings to comparable
foreign authorities, or received marketing approval for any drug candidate, and we cannot be certain that quizartinib
will be successful in clinical trials or receive regulatory approval for any indication. If we do not receive regulatory
approvals for and successfully commercialize quizartinib on a timely basis or at all, we may not be able to continue
our operations. Even if we successfully obtain regulatory approvals to market quizartinib, our revenues
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will be dependent, in part, on our collaborator�s ability to obtain regulatory approval of the companion diagnostic to be
used with quizartinib, our collaborator�s ability to commercialize the test as well as the size of the markets in the
territories for which we gain regulatory approval and have commercial rights. If the markets for the treatment of AML
are not as significant as we estimate, our business and prospects will be harmed.

We plan to seek regulatory approval to commercialize quizartinib both in the United States and in select foreign
countries. While the scope of regulatory approval is similar in other countries, in some countries there are additional
regulatory risks and we cannot predict success in these jurisdictions.

Clinical drug development involves a lengthy and expensive process with an uncertain outcome, and results of
earlier studies and trials may not be predictive of future trial results. *

Clinical testing is expensive and can take many years to complete, and its outcome is inherently uncertain. Failure can
occur at any time during the clinical trial process. The results of preclinical studies and early clinical trials of our drug
candidates may not be predictive of the results of later-stage clinical trials. Drug candidates in later stages of clinical
trials may fail to show the desired safety and efficacy traits despite having progressed through preclinical studies and
initial clinical trials. A number of companies in the biopharmaceutical industry have suffered significant setbacks in
advanced clinical trials due to lack of efficacy or safety profiles, notwithstanding promising results in earlier trials.

We may experience delays in clinical trials of our drug candidates. We completed enrollment for a Phase 2 clinical
trial of quizartinib for the treatment of AML in late 2011. Enrollment was completed in a Phase 2b clinical trial of
quizartinib previously conducted by Astellas Pharma Inc. and Astellas US LLC, or collectively Astellas, to determine
the optimal dose for a Phase 3 clinical trial that we are planning to initiate in early 2014 in patients with
relapsed/refractory AML. Under our proposed study design, which is pending feedback from the FDA, we plan to
enroll 326 patients who will be randomized 2:1 to quizartinib monotherapy or salvage chemotherapy and a single
interim analysis is planned. An independent data monitoring committee, or DMC, would review the interim analysis
and could recommend terminating the clinical trial early, following pre-specified rules for either futility or certain
demonstrated efficacy. The proposed clinical trial also has an adaptive design which allows the DMC to require the
enrollment of additional patients, based on the outcome of the interim analysis. We have not yet received feedback on
our proposed study design from the FDA. The FDA may require us to make changes to our proposed study design or
conduct additional studies and/or analyses before proceeding with the Phase 3 clinical trial, any of which could delay
the commencement of the Phase 3 clinical trial. The FDA may also require us to conduct a second Phase 3 clinical
trial to support an application for regulatory approval of quizartinib.

We are currently evaluating quizartinib in two other indications in AML and plan, in the future, to initiate additional
clinical trials in AML and other indications. We do not know whether ongoing clinical trials will be completed on
schedule or at all, or whether planned clinical trials will begin on time, need to be redesigned, enroll patients on time
or be completed on schedule, if at all. Clinical trials can be delayed for a variety of reasons, including delays related
to:

� obtaining regulatory approval to commence a trial;

� reaching agreement on acceptable terms with prospective contract research organizations, or CROs,
and clinical trial sites, the terms of which can be subject to extensive negotiation and may vary
significantly among different CROs and trial sites;
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� obtaining institutional review board approval at each clinical trial site;

� recruiting suitable patients to participate in a trial;

� developing and validating the companion diagnostic to be used in the trial on a timely basis;

� having patients complete a trial or return for post-treatment follow-up;

� clinical trial sites deviating from trial protocol or dropping out of a trial;

� adding new clinical trial sites; or

� manufacturing sufficient quantities of drug candidates for use in clinical trials.
Patient enrollment, a significant factor in the timing of clinical trials, is affected by many factors including the size
and nature of the patient population, the proximity of patients to clinical sites, the eligibility criteria for the trial,
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the design of the clinical trial, competing clinical trials and clinicians� and patients� perceptions as to the potential
advantages of the drug being studied in relation to other available therapies, including any new drugs that may be
approved for the indications we are investigating. Furthermore, we rely on CROs and clinical trial sites to ensure the
proper and timely conduct of our clinical trials and, while we have agreements governing their committed activities,
we have limited influence over their actual performance.

We could encounter delays if physicians encounter unresolved ethical issues associated with enrolling patients in
clinical trials of our drug candidates in lieu of prescribing existing treatments that have established safety and efficacy
profiles. Further, a clinical trial may be suspended or terminated by us, our collaborators, the institutional review
boards, or IRBs, in the institutions in which such trials are being conducted, the Data Safety Monitoring Board, or
DSMB, for such trial, or by the FDA or other regulatory authorities due to a number of factors, including failure to
conduct the clinical trial in accordance with regulatory requirements or our clinical protocols, inspection of the clinical
trial operations or trial site by the FDA or other regulatory authorities resulting in the imposition of a clinical hold,
unforeseen safety issues or adverse side effects, failure to demonstrate a benefit from using a drug candidate, changes
in governmental regulations or administrative actions or lack of adequate funding to continue the clinical trial. If we
experience termination of, or delays in the completion of, any clinical trial of our drug candidates, the commercial
prospects of our drug candidates will be harmed, and our ability to generate product revenues from any of these drug
candidates will be delayed. In addition, any delays in completing our clinical trials will increase our costs, slow down
our product development and approval process and jeopardize our ability to commence product sales and generate
revenues. Any of these occurrences may harm our business, prospects, financial condition and results of operations
significantly. Furthermore, many of the factors that cause, or lead to, a delay in the commencement or completion of
clinical trials may also ultimately lead to the denial of regulatory approval of our drug candidates.

The FDA regulatory approval process is lengthy, time consuming and inherently unpredictable, and if we are
ultimately unable to obtain regulatory approval for quizartinib or our other drug candidates, our business will be
substantially harmed.

The time required to obtain approval by the FDA and similar foreign authorities is unpredictable but typically takes
many years following the commencement of clinical trials, depending upon numerous factors, including the
substantial discretion of the regulatory authorities. In addition, approval policies, regulations, or the type and amount
of clinical data necessary to gain approval may change during the course of a drug candidate�s clinical development
and may vary among jurisdictions. We have not obtained regulatory approval for any drug candidate.

Quizartinib and our other drug candidates could fail to receive regulatory approval for many reasons, including the
following:

� the FDA or comparable foreign regulatory authorities may disagree with the design or implementation
of our clinical trials;

� we may be unable to demonstrate to the satisfaction of the FDA or comparable foreign regulatory
authorities that a drug candidate is safe and effective for its proposed indication;

� the results of clinical trials may not meet the level of statistical significance required by the FDA or
comparable foreign regulatory authorities for approval;
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� we may be unable to demonstrate that a drug candidate�s clinical and other benefits outweigh its safety
risks;

� the FDA or comparable foreign regulatory authorities may disagree with our interpretation of data
from preclinical studies or clinical trials;

� the data collected from clinical trials of our drug candidates may not be sufficient to the satisfaction of
FDA or comparable foreign regulatory authorities to support the submission of an NDA or other
comparable submission in foreign jurisdictions or to obtain regulatory approval in the United States or
foreign jurisdictions, on an accelerated basis or otherwise;

� the FDA or comparable foreign regulatory authorities may not accept new surrogate endpoints, which
are endpoints intended to substitute for clinical endpoints, as a basis for submission of an NDA or
other comparable submission in foreign jurisdictions or as a basis for regulatory approval on an
accelerated basis or otherwise;
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� the FDA or comparable foreign regulatory authorities may fail to approve the manufacturing processes
or facilities of third-party manufacturers with which we or our collaborators contract for clinical and
commercial supplies;

� the FDA or comparable foreign regulatory authorities, as applicable, may fail to approve the premarket
approval application, or PMA, for the companion diagnostic we are developing with Genoptix Medical
Laboratory, a Novartis company, or Genoptix; and

� the approval policies or regulations of the FDA or comparable foreign regulatory authorities may
significantly change in a manner rendering our clinical data insufficient for approval.

This lengthy approval process as well as the unpredictability of future clinical trial results may result in our failure to
obtain regulatory approval to market quizartinib, or any of our other drug candidates, which would significantly harm
our business, prospects, financial condition and results of operations. In addition, even if we were to obtain approval,
regulatory authorities may approve any of our drug candidates for fewer or more limited indications than we request,
may not approve the price we intend to charge for our products, may grant approval contingent on the performance of
costly post-marketing clinical trials, or may approve a drug candidate with a label that does not include the labeling
claims necessary or desirable for the successful commercialization of that drug candidate. Any of the foregoing
scenarios could materially harm the commercial prospects for our drug candidates.

We will need to raise additional funding, which may not be available on acceptable terms, or at all.*

Our operations have consumed substantial amounts of cash since inception. We expect to continue to spend
substantial amounts to:

� continue the clinical development of quizartinib in AML, including our clinical trials and our planned
Phase 3 clinical trial, as well as the preclinical and clinical development of other drug candidates;

� prepare regulatory submissions for regulatory approval of quizartinib;

� continue our research and development programs to advance our internal product pipeline; and

� launch and commercialize quizartinib and any other drug candidates for which we receive regulatory
approval, including building our own commercial capabilities to sell, market, and distribute quizartinib
in North America, if approved.

We believe our existing cash and cash equivalents, along with interest thereon, will be sufficient to fund development
of quizartinib through receipt of topline data from our planned Phase 3 clinical trial in approximately 326 patients
with relapsed/refractory AML. However, changing circumstances may cause us to consume capital significantly faster
than we currently anticipate, and we may need to spend more money than currently expected. Our future funding
requirements and sources will depend on many factors, including, the rate of progress and cost of our clinical trials,
the need for additional patients in any of our clinical trials, and the need for additional clinical trials or data analyses.
We will require additional capital for the further development and commercialization of quizartinib and our other drug
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candidates and may need to raise additional funds sooner if we choose to expand more rapidly than we presently
anticipate.

We cannot be certain that additional funding will be available on acceptable terms, or at all. If we raise any debt
financing, the terms of such debt could restrict our operating and financial flexibility. If we are unable to raise
additional capital or debt financing in sufficient amounts or on terms acceptable to us, we may have to significantly
delay, scale back or discontinue the development or commercialization of one or more of our drug candidates or other
research and development initiatives. We also could be required to:

� seek collaborators for quizartinib or one or more of our other current or future drug candidates at an
earlier stage than otherwise would be desirable or on terms that are less favorable than might otherwise
be available;

� relinquish or license on unfavorable terms our rights to drug candidates that we otherwise would seek
to develop or commercialize ourselves; or

� license or acquire additional drug candidates.
Any of the above events could significantly harm our business, prospects, financial condition and results of operations
and cause the price of our common stock to decline.
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We currently rely on Genoptix to develop the companion diagnostic test for quizartinib and in the future will rely
on a third party to obtain marketing approval of such test, which will be required to market quizartinib in the
United States. There is no guarantee that the FDA will grant timely approval of this test, if at all, and failure to
obtain such timely approval would adversely affect our ability to obtain approval for quizartinib.

We intend to initially seek approval of quizartinib in relapsed/refractory AML patients with internal tandem
duplication, or ITD, mutations in the FMS-like tyrosine kinase 3, or FLT3, gene, which we refer to as FLT3-ITD
positive. The initial proposed drug label being sought for quizartinib specific to this patient population would indicate
a potential for enhanced efficacy and/or a greater likelihood of a positive response in patients that carry the FLT3-ITD
positive genotype. Accordingly, it is expected that the Phase 3 clinical trial designed to support marketing approval for
quizartinib will use a diagnostic test to select patients that are FLT3-ITD positive. In the United States, the FDA
requires that the diagnostic test used to select patients in a pivotal trial be approved in parallel with the drug candidate
as a companion diagnostic. A companion diagnostic is an in vitro diagnostic device that provides information that is
essential for the safe and effective use of a corresponding therapeutic product. We believe a companion diagnostic to
test for the FLT3-ITD positive genotype will be required for the approval of quizartinib. Companion diagnostics are
subject to regulation as medical devices by the FDA and may be subject to regulation by comparable regulatory
authorities in various foreign countries. The process of complying with the requirements of the FDA and comparable
foreign agencies to support marketing authorization of a companion diagnostic is costly, time consuming and
burdensome.

We do not develop companion diagnostics internally and thus we are dependent on the sustained cooperation and
effort of third parties in developing and obtaining approval for these companion diagnostics. We have entered into an
agreement with Genoptix, pursuant to which Genoptix will be responsible for developing the companion diagnostic
and obtaining marketing authorization from the FDA. We believe Genoptix will need to submit a premarket approval
application, or PMA, for such test, which we anticipate will happen in parallel with our submission of an NDA for
quizartinib in accordance with FDA guidance that a novel therapeutic product and companion diagnostic device
should generally be developed and approved contemporaneously to support the therapeutic product�s safe and effective
use. We currently do not believe that any clinical trials other than the quizartinib Phase 3 clinical trial will be required
to support the PMA for the companion diagnostic. However, the FDA may require Genoptix to perform further tests
requiring access to patient samples for the test submission and/or future products. We intend to provide access to
patient samples to Genoptix for such purposes and our informed consents with patients allow us to permit a third party
to test these samples, as required.

We and Genoptix may encounter difficulties in developing and obtaining approval for the companion diagnostic,
including issues relating to the selectivity/specificity, analytical validation, reproducibility, or clinical validation of the
device. Despite the time and expense expended, regulatory approval of a companion diagnostic is never guaranteed.
Any delay or failure by Genoptix to develop or obtain regulatory approval of the companion diagnostic could delay or
prevent approval of quizartinib. In addition, while Genoptix has the right under our collaboration agreement to
commercialize the companion diagnostic, it is not obligated to do so. Genoptix may elect to not commercialize, or
even if it does elect to commercialize the companion diagnostic, Genoptix may decide to discontinue selling or
manufacturing the companion diagnostic. We may not be able to enter into arrangements with another diagnostic
company to obtain supplies of an alternate diagnostic test for use in connection with the development and
commercialization of quizartinib or do so on commercially acceptable terms, which could adversely affect and/or
delay the development or commercialization of quizartinib. In addition, Genoptix or any other diagnostic company
may encounter production difficulties that could constrain the supply of the companion diagnostic, and both Genoptix
and we may have difficulties gaining acceptance of the use of the companion diagnostic in the clinical community. If
such companion diagnostic fails to gain market acceptance, it would have an adverse effect on our ability to derive
revenues from sales of quizartinib. The commercial launch of quizartinib may be significantly and adversely affected
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if Genoptix is unable to obtain FDA approval of the companion diagnostic test in parallel with the approval of
quizartinib or at all, or if a third party is unable to commercialize the test successfully and in a manner that effectively
supports our commercial efforts.

Adverse side effects or other safety risks associated with our drug candidates could delay or preclude approval of
quizartinib or any of our other current or future drug candidates, cause us to suspend or discontinue clinical trials,
limit the commercial profile of an approved label, or result in significant negative consequences following
marketing approval, if any.*
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Undesirable side effects caused by our drug candidates could result in the delay, suspension or termination of our
clinical trials by us, our collaborators, IRBs, the FDA or other regulatory authorities for a number of reasons. If we
elect or are required to delay, suspend or terminate any clinical trial of any drug candidates that we develop, the
commercial prospects of such drug candidates will be harmed and our ability to generate product revenues from any of
these drug candidates will be delayed or eliminated. Any of these occurrences may harm our business, prospects,
financial condition and results of operations significantly.

To date, the clinical development program for quizartinib includes over 400 patients treated in our Phase 1 and Phase
2 clinical trials in relapsed/refractory AML. The adverse events we have observed to date are manageable and the
most common all grade treatment-emergent adverse events (reported in ³ 20% of subjects) in our Phase 2 clinical trials
included gastrointestinal toxicities, fatigue, anemia, QT prolongation (changes in the patient�s electrocardiogram
pattern), and dysgeusia (distortion of the sense of taste). Overall, there were no major differences between safety
findings in FLT3-ITD positive and FLT3-ITD negative patients or between the Phase 1 and Phase 2 clinical trials. QT
prolongation is a common adverse event associated with multiple other kinase inhibitors and may be a class effect.
The majority of cases of QT prolongation with quizartinib are asymptomatic and occur within the first month of
treatment. Additionally, the majority of patients that experienced QT prolongation did not discontinue quizartinib
treatment due to this adverse event. Nonetheless, QT prolongation may be associated with changes in electric
conduction in the heart and may cause irregularities of the heart beat which could be potentially serious,
life-threatening or fatal and require ECG monitoring and treatment. To date, there has been one case of Grade 4 QT
interval prolongation with Torsade de pointes (an abnormal cardiac rhythm) in a patient taking quizartinib with
multiple concomitant medications in our Phase 2 clinical trial. Results of our current and anticipated trials could
reveal a high and unacceptable severity and prevalence of these or other side effects. In such an event, our trials could
be suspended or terminated and the FDA or comparable foreign regulatory authorities could order us to cease further
development of or deny approval of our drug candidates for any or all targeted indications. In addition, the
drug-related side effects could affect patient recruitment or the ability of enrolled patients to complete the trial or
result in potential product liability claims. Any of these occurrences may harm our business, prospects, financial
condition and results of operations significantly.

Additionally if quizartinib or any of our other drug candidates receive marketing approval, the FDA could require us
to adopt a Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy, or REMS, to ensure that the benefits outweigh its risks, which in
the case of quizartinib may include, among other things, a medication guide outlining the risks of QT prolongation for
distribution to patients and a communication plan to health care practitioners. We could also be required to include a
black box warning on the label. Furthermore, if we or others later identify undesirable side effects caused by the
product, a number of potentially significant negative consequences could result, including:

� regulatory authorities may withdraw approvals of such product;

� regulatory authorities may require additional warnings on the label;

� we may be required to create a medication guide outlining the risks of such side effects for distribution
to patients;

� we may be required to change the way quizartinib is administered or conduct additional clinical trials;
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� we could be sued and held liable for harm caused to patients; and

� our reputation may suffer.
Any of these events could prevent us from achieving or maintaining market acceptance of quizartinib or the particular
drug candidate at issue and could significantly harm our business, prospects, financial condition and results of
operations.

If we are unable to obtain FDA approval of our drug candidates, we will not be able to commercialize them in the
United States and our business will be adversely impacted.

We need FDA approval prior to marketing our drug candidates in the United States, and in the case of quizartinib, we
must also ensure approval of a companion diagnostic. If we fail to obtain FDA approval to market our drug
candidates, we will be unable to sell our drug candidates in the United States, which will significantly impair our
ability to generate any revenues.
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This regulatory review and approval process, which includes evaluation of preclinical studies and clinical trials of our
drug candidates as well as the evaluation of our manufacturing processes and our third-party contract manufacturers�
facilities, is lengthy, expensive and uncertain. To receive approval, we must, among other things, demonstrate with
substantial evidence from clinical trials that the drug candidate is both safe and effective for each indication for which
approval is sought, and failure can occur in any stage of development. Satisfaction of the approval requirements
typically takes several years and the time needed to satisfy them may vary substantially, based on the type, complexity
and novelty of the pharmaceutical product. We cannot predict if or when we might receive regulatory approvals for
any of our drug candidates currently under development. Moreover, any approvals that we obtain may not cover all of
the clinical indications for which we are seeking approval, or could contain significant limitations in the form of
narrow indications, warnings, precautions or contra-indications with respect to conditions of use. In such event, our
ability to generate revenues from such products would be greatly reduced and our business would be harmed.

The FDA has substantial discretion in the approval process and may either refuse to consider our application for
substantive review or may form the opinion after review of our data that our application is insufficient to allow
approval of our drug candidates. If the FDA does not consider or approve our application, it may require that we
conduct additional clinical, preclinical or manufacturing validation studies and submit that data before it will
reconsider our application. Depending on the extent of these or any other studies, approval of any applications that we
submit may be delayed by several years, or may require us to expend more resources than we have available. It is also
possible that additional studies, if performed and completed, may not be successful or considered sufficient by the
FDA to support approval. If any of these outcomes occur, we may be forced to abandon one or more of our
applications for approval, which might significantly harm our business, prospects, financial condition and results of
operations.

Even if we do receive regulatory approval to market a drug candidate, any such approval may be subject to limitations
on the indicated uses for which we may market the product. It is possible that none of our existing drug candidates or
any drug candidates we may seek to develop in the future will ever obtain the appropriate regulatory approvals
necessary for us or our collaborators to commence product sales. Any delay in obtaining, or an inability to obtain,
applicable regulatory approvals would prevent us from commercializing our drug candidates, generating revenues and
achieving and sustaining profitability.

Even if we obtain and maintain approval for quizartinib from the FDA, we may never obtain approval for
quizartinib outside of the United States, which would limit our market opportunities and adversely affect our
business.

Sales of quizartinib outside of the United States, if approved, will be subject to foreign regulatory requirements
governing clinical trials and marketing approval. Even if the FDA grants marketing approval for a product candidate,
comparable regulatory authorities of foreign countries must also approve the manufacturing and marketing of the
product candidates in those countries. Approval procedures vary among jurisdictions and can involve requirements
and administrative review periods different from, and greater than, those in the United States, including additional
preclinical studies or clinical trials. In many countries outside the United States, a product candidate must be approved
for reimbursement before it can be approved for sale in that country. In some cases, the price that we intend to charge
for our products is also subject to approval. We may decide to submit a marketing authorizations application, or MAA
to the European Medicines Agency, or EMA, for approval in the European Union. As with the FDA, obtaining
approval of an MAA from the EMA is a similarly lengthy and expensive process and the EMA has its own procedures
for approval of product candidates. Even if a product is approved, the FDA or the EMA, as the case may be, may limit
the indications for which the product may be marketed, require extensive warnings on the product labeling or require
expensive and time-consuming clinical trials or reporting as conditions of approval. Regulatory authorities in
countries outside of the United States and the European Union also have requirements for approval of drug candidates
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with which we must comply prior to marketing in those counties. Obtaining foreign regulatory approvals and
compliance with foreign regulatory requirements could result in significant delays, difficulties and costs for us and
could delay or prevent the introduction of our products in certain countries. Further, clinical trials conducted in one
country may not be accepted by regulatory authorities in other countries and regulatory approval in one country does
not ensure approval in any other country, while a failure or delay in obtaining regulatory approval in one country may
have a negative effect on the regulatory approval process in others. Also, regulatory approval for any of our product
candidates may be withdrawn. If we fail to comply with the regulatory requirements in international markets and/or
receive applicable marketing approvals, our target market will be reduced and our ability to realize the full market
potential of quizartinib will be harmed, which would adversely affect our business, prospects, financial condition and
results of operations.
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Even if we receive regulatory approval for any of our drug candidates, we will be subject to ongoing regulatory
obligations and continued regulatory review, which may result in significant additional expense. Additionally, our
drug candidates, if approved, could be subject to labeling and other restrictions and market withdrawal and we may
be subject to penalties if we fail to comply with regulatory requirements or experience unanticipated problems with
our products.*

Any regulatory approvals that we or our strategic partners receive for our drug candidates may also be subject to
limitations on the approved indicated uses for which the product may be marketed or to the conditions of approval, or
contain requirements for potentially costly post-approval commitments, including additional clinical trials and
analyses, Phase 4 clinical trials, and surveillance to monitor the safety and efficacy of the drug candidate. In addition,
if the FDA or a comparable foreign regulatory authority approves any of our drug candidates, the manufacturing
processes, labeling, packaging, distribution, adverse event reporting, storage, advertising, promotion, import, export
and recordkeeping for the product will be subject to extensive and ongoing regulatory requirements. These
requirements include submissions of safety and other post-marketing information and reports, registration, as well as
continued compliance with current good manufacturing practices, or cGMPs, and current good clinical practices, or
cGCPs, for any clinical trials that we conduct post-approval. Later discovery of previously unknown problems with a
product, including adverse events of unanticipated severity or frequency, or with our third-party manufacturers or
manufacturing processes, or failure to comply with regulatory requirements, may result in, among other things:

� restrictions on the marketing or manufacturing of the product, withdrawal of the product from the
market, or voluntary or mandatory product recalls;

� fines, warning letters or holds on clinical trials;

� refusal by the FDA to approve pending applications or supplements to approved applications filed by
us or our strategic partners, or suspension or revocation of product license approvals;

� product seizure or detention, or refusal to permit the import or export of products; and

� injunctions or the imposition of civil or criminal penalties.
The FDA�s policies may change and additional government regulations may be enacted that could prevent, limit or
delay regulatory approval of our drug candidates. We cannot predict the likelihood, nature or extent of government
regulation that may arise from future legislation or administrative action, either in the United States or abroad. If we
are slow or unable to adapt to changes in existing requirements or the adoption of new requirements or policies, or if
we are not able to maintain regulatory compliance, we may lose any marketing approval that we may have obtained
and we may not achieve or sustain profitability, which would adversely affect our business, prospects, financial
condition and results of operations.

We rely on third parties to conduct our clinical trials. If these third parties do not successfully carry out their
contractual duties or meet expected deadlines, we and our collaborators may not be able to obtain regulatory
approval for or commercialize our drug candidates and our business could be substantially harmed.*
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We have agreements with third-party CROs to conduct or monitor and manage data for our ongoing preclinical and
clinical programs, including our ongoing clinical trials for quizartinib. We expect to engage additional CROs in
connection with our planned Phase 3 clinical trial. We rely heavily on these parties for execution of our preclinical
and clinical trials, and we control only certain aspects of their activities. Nevertheless, we are responsible for ensuring
that each of our studies is conducted in accordance with applicable protocol, legal, regulatory and scientific standards,
and our reliance on our CROs does not relieve us of our regulatory responsibilities. We and our CROs are required to
comply with cGCPs, which are regulations and guidelines enforced by the FDA and comparable foreign regulatory
authorities for all of our drug candidates in clinical development. Regulatory authorities enforce these cGCPs through
periodic inspections of trial sponsors, principal investigators and trial sites. If we or any of these CROs fail to comply
with applicable cGCP regulations, the clinical data generated in our clinical trials may be deemed unreliable and the
FDA or comparable foreign regulatory authorities may require us to perform additional clinical trials before approving
our marketing applications. We cannot assure you that, upon inspection, such regulatory authorities will determine
that any of our clinical trials
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comply with the cGCP regulations. In addition, our clinical trials must be conducted with drug product produced
under cGMP regulations and will require a large number of test subjects. Our or our respective CROs� failure to
comply with these regulations or to recruit a sufficient number of patients may require us to repeat clinical trials,
which would delay the regulatory approval process. Moreover, our business may be implicated if any of our CROs
violates federal or state fraud and abuse or false claims laws and regulations or healthcare privacy and security laws.

Our CROs are not our employees and, except for remedies available to us under our agreements with such CROs, we
cannot control whether or not they devote sufficient time and resources to our ongoing preclinical, clinical and
nonclinical programs. These CROs may also have relationships with other commercial entities, including our
competitors, for whom they may also be conducting clinical studies or other drug development activities, which could
harm our competitive position. If CROs do not successfully carry out their contractual duties or obligations or meet
expected deadlines, if they need to be replaced or if the quality or accuracy of the clinical data they obtain is
compromised due to the failure to adhere to our clinical protocols or regulatory requirements or for other reasons, our
clinical trials may be extended, delayed or terminated and we may not be able to complete development of, obtain
regulatory approval for or successfully commercialize our drug candidates. As a result, our financial results and the
commercial prospects for quizartinib and our other drug candidates would be harmed, our costs could increase and our
ability to generate revenues could be delayed.

Switching or adding CROs involves substantial cost and requires extensive management time and focus. In addition,
there is a natural transition period when a new CRO commences work. As a result, delays occur, which can materially
impact our ability to meet our desired clinical development timelines. Though we carefully manage our relationships
with our CROs, there can be no assurance that we will not encounter similar challenges or delays in the future or that
these delays or challenges will not have a material adverse impact on our business, prospects, financial condition and
results of operations.

We rely completely on third parties to manufacture our preclinical and clinical drug supplies and we intend to rely
on third parties to produce commercial supplies of any approved drug candidate. The development and
commercialization of any of our drug candidates, including quizartinib, could be stopped, delayed or made less
profitable if those third parties fail to obtain and maintain regulatory approval of their facilities, fail to provide us
with sufficient quantities of drug product or fail to do so at acceptable quality levels or prices. *

We do not currently have nor do we plan to acquire the infrastructure or capability internally to manufacture our
clinical drug supplies for use in the conduct of our clinical trials, and we lack the resources and the capability to
manufacture any of our drug candidates on a clinical or commercial scale. Instead, we rely on contract manufacturers
for the production of quizartinib and our other drug candidates. The facilities used by our contract manufacturers to
manufacture our drug candidates must be approved by the applicable regulatory authorities, including the FDA,
pursuant to inspections that will be conducted after an NDA is submitted to the FDA. We do not control the
manufacturing process of quizartinib and are completely dependent on our contract manufacturing partners for
compliance with the FDA�s requirements for manufacture of both the active drug substances and finished quizartinib
drug product. If our contract manufacturers cannot successfully manufacture material that conforms to our
specifications and the FDA�s strict regulatory requirements, they will not be able to secure or maintain FDA approval
for the manufacturing facilities. In addition, we have no control over the ability of our contract manufacturers to
maintain adequate quality control, quality assurance and qualified personnel. If the FDA or any other applicable
regulatory authorities does not approve these facilities for the manufacture of our drug candidates or if it withdraws
any such approval in the future, or if our suppliers or contract manufacturers decide they no longer want to supply or
manufacture our products, we may need to find alternative manufacturing facilities, in which case we might not be
able to identify manufacturers for clinical or commercial supply on acceptable terms, or at all, which would
significantly impact our ability to develop, obtain regulatory approval for or market our drug candidates.
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We rely on our manufacturers to purchase from third-party suppliers the materials necessary to produce our drug
candidates for our clinical trials. There are a small number of suppliers for certain capital equipment and raw materials
that we use to manufacture our drugs. We do not have any control over the process or timing of the acquisition of
these raw materials by our manufacturers. Moreover, we currently do not have any agreements for the commercial
production of these raw materials. Although we generally do not begin a clinical trial unless we believe we have a
sufficient supply of a drug candidate to complete the clinical trial, any significant delay in the supply of a drug
candidate or the raw material components thereof for an ongoing clinical trial due to the need to replace a third-party
manufacturer could considerably delay completion of our clinical trials, product testing and potential
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regulatory approval of our drug candidates. If our manufacturers or we are unable to purchase these raw materials
after regulatory approval has been obtained for our drug candidates, the commercial launch of our drug candidates
would be delayed or there would be a shortage in supply, which would impair our ability to generate revenues from
the sale of our drug candidates.

In addition, the manufacture of pharmaceutical products is complex and requires significant expertise and capital
investment, including the development of advanced manufacturing techniques and process controls. Manufacturers of
pharmaceutical products often encounter difficulties in production, particularly in scaling up and validating initial
production and absence of contamination. These problems include difficulties with production costs and yields,
quality control, including stability of the product, quality assurance testing, operator error, shortages of qualified
personnel, as well as compliance with strictly enforced federal, state and foreign regulations. Furthermore, if
contaminants are discovered in our products or in the manufacturing facilities in which our products are made, such
manufacturing facilities may need to be closed for an extended period of time to investigate and remedy the
contamination. We cannot assure you that any stability or other issues relating to the manufacture of any of our
products will not occur in the future. Additionally, our manufacturers may experience manufacturing difficulties due
to resource constraints or as a result of labor disputes or unstable political environments. If our manufacturers were to
encounter any of these difficulties, or otherwise fail to comply with their contractual obligations, our ability to provide
any drug candidates to patients in clinical trials would be jeopardized. Any delay or interruption in the supply of
clinical trial supplies could delay the completion of clinical trials, increase the costs associated with maintaining
clinical trial programs and, depending upon the period of delay, require us to commence new clinical trials at
additional expense or terminate clinical trials completely. In addition, quizartinib has, to date, been dosed as a liquid
oral treatment. We have recently developed a solid dosage form (tablet) of quizartinib and successfully completed a
Phase 1 clinical trial in healthy volunteers to confirm the relative bioavailability between the liquid and the tablet
forms. We anticipate incorporating the tablet in future clinical development, including our planned Phase 3 clinical
trial, subject to guidance from the FDA. We may encounter delays in the manufacture of this tablet form, in which
case we would need to continue to use the liquid form in future trials. In any event, if approved, our commercial
strategy is to have both the tablet form and liquid forms in order to address the needs of multiple patient populations.

Any adverse developments affecting our clinical or commercial manufacturing operations for our products may result
in shipment delays, inventory shortages, lot failures, product withdrawals or recalls, or other interruptions in the
supply of our products. We may also have to take inventory write-offs and incur other charges and expenses for
products that fail to meet specifications, undertake costly remediation efforts or seek more costly manufacturing
alternatives. Accordingly, failures or difficulties faced at any level of our supply chain could materially adversely
affect our business and delay or impede the development and commercialization of quizartinib or any of our other
drug candidates and could have a material adverse effect on our business, prospects, financial condition or results of
operations.

We currently do not have the capability to package quizartinib finished drug product for distribution to hospitals and
other customers. We have entered into an agreement with a contract manufacturer to supply us with finished product.
Prior to commercial launch, we intend to enter into a similar agreement with an alternate fill/finish drug product
supplier for quizartinib so that we can ensure proper supply chain management once we are authorized to make
commercial sales of quizartinib. Once finalized, we expect that the selected alternate supplier will provide us with
finished drug product. If we receive marketing approval from the FDA, we intend to sell drug product finished and
packaged by either our current contract manufacturer or this alternate supplier.

We have not entered into long-term agreements with our current contract manufacturers or with any alternate
fill/finish suppliers. Although we intend to do so prior to commercial launch of quizartinib in order to ensure that we
maintain adequate supplies of finished drug product, we may be unable to enter into such an agreement or do so on
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commercially reasonable terms, which could have a material adverse impact upon our business and our ability to
commercialize quizartinib.

We believe we will have sufficient quantities of manufactured drug substance to support planned development
activities. Further, we plan to have our existing contract manufacturers and any alternate suppliers later identified
manufacture and package additional bulk drug substance and finished drug product in connection with commercial
launch in the event quizartinib is approved for sale by regulatory authorities. If we are unable to do so in a timely
manner, the commercial introduction of quizartinib, if approved by the FDA, would be adversely affected.
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Obtaining Fast Track designation from the FDA for our drug candidate quizartinib does not guarantee faster
approval.

We received Fast Track designation for our drug candidate quizartinib for the treatment of patients 60 years of age or
older with FLT3-ITD positive AML in first relapse or refractory to first line chemotherapy and treatment of patients
18 years or older with FLT3-ITD positive AML in second relapse or refractory to second line salvage therapy. Fast
track designation is a process designed to facilitate the development and expedite the review of new drugs intended to
treat serious or life-threatening diseases or conditions and that have the potential to address an unmet medical need for
such disease or condition. Fast Track designation applies to the product and the specific indication for which it is
being studied. Once a Fast Track designation is obtained, the FDA may consider for review on a rolling basis sections
of the NDA before the complete application is submitted if the applicant provides and the FDA approves a schedule
for the submission of the sections of the NDA and the applicant pays applicable user fees upon submission of the first
section of the NDA. However, the time period specified in the Prescription Drug User Fee Act, which governs the
time period goals the FDA has committed to reviewing an application, does not begin until the complete application is
accepted for filing. Although we received Fast Track designation for quizartinib, the FDA may later decide that
quizartinib no longer meets the conditions for qualification. In addition, Fast Track designation may not provide us
with a material commercial advantage.

We currently have no marketing and sales organization and have no experience in marketing products. If we are
unable to establish marketing and sales capabilities or enter into agreements with third parties to market and sell
our drug candidates, we may not be able to generate product revenues.

We currently do not have a commercial organization for the marketing, sales and distribution of pharmaceutical
products. In order to commercialize any products, we must build our marketing, sales, distribution, managerial and
other non-technical capabilities or make arrangements with third parties to perform these services. We contemplate
establishing (either internally or through a contract sales force) our own commercial capabilities to market, sell and
distribute quizartinib, if approved, in North America and plan to partner with third parties to commercialize
quizartinib in other markets.

The establishment and development of our own sales force or the establishment of a contract sales force to market any
products we may develop will be expensive and time-consuming and could delay any product launch. Moreover, we
cannot be certain that we will be able to successfully develop this capability. We will have to compete with other
pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies to recruit, hire, train and retain marketing and sales personnel. We also
face competition in our search for third parties to assist us with the sales and marketing efforts of our drug candidates.
To the extent we rely on third parties to commercialize our approved products, if any, we may have little or no control
over the marketing and sales efforts of such third parties and our revenues from product sales may be lower than if we
had commercialized these products ourselves. In the event we are unable to develop our own marketing and sales
force or collaborate with a third-party marketing and sales organization, we would not be able to commercialize our
drug candidates.

If we fail to develop and commercialize other drug candidates, we may be unable to grow our business.

As a significant part of our growth strategy, we intend to develop and commercialize drug candidates in addition to
quizartinib. These other drug candidates will require additional, time-consuming development efforts prior to
commercial sale, including preclinical studies, extensive clinical trials and approval by the FDA and applicable
foreign regulatory authorities. All drug candidates are prone to the risks of failure that are inherent in pharmaceutical
product development, including the possibility that the drug candidate will not be shown to be sufficiently safe and/or
effective for approval by regulatory authorities. In addition, we cannot assure you that any such products that are
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approved will be manufactured or produced economically, successfully commercialized or widely accepted in the
marketplace or be more effective than other commercially available alternatives. A significant portion of the research
that we are conducting involves new and unproven technologies. Research programs to identify new drug candidates
require substantial technical, financial and human resources whether or not we ultimately identify any candidates. If
we are unable to develop our drug candidates, our business and prospects will suffer.

We cannot be certain that our drug candidates will produce commercially viable drugs that safely and effectively treat
cancer or other diseases. To date, our technology platform has yielded only a small number of drug candidates other
than quizartinib. In addition, we have limited preclinical and clinical data with respect to any of
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these other potential drug candidates. Even if we are successful in completing preclinical and clinical development
and receiving regulatory approval for one commercially viable drug for the treatment of one disease, we cannot be
certain that we will also be able to develop and receive regulatory approval for other drug candidates for the treatment
of other forms of that disease or other diseases. If we fail to develop and commercialize viable drugs, we will not be
successful in developing a pipeline of potential drug candidates to follow quizartinib, and our business prospects
would be harmed significantly.

Our commercial success depends upon attaining significant market acceptance of our drug candidates, if
approved, including quizartinib, among physicians, patients, healthcare payors and, in the cancer market,
acceptance by the major operators of cancer clinics.

Even if we obtain regulatory approval for quizartinib or any other drug candidate that we may develop or acquire in
the future, the product may not gain market acceptance among physicians, health care payors, patients and the medical
community. Market acceptance of quizartinib or any other drug candidates for which we receive approval depends on
a number of factors, including:

� the efficacy and safety of such drug candidates as demonstrated in clinical trials;

� the clinical indications for which the drug candidate is approved;

� acceptance by physicians, major operators of cancer clinics and patients of the drug as a safe and
effective treatment;

� the potential and perceived advantages of drug candidates over alternative treatments;

� the safety of drug candidates seen in a broader patient group, including its use outside the approved
indications;

� the prevalence and severity of any side effects;

� product labeling or product insert requirements of the FDA or other regulatory authorities;

� the timing of market introduction of our products as well as competitive products;

� the cost of treatment in relation to alternative treatments;

�
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the availability of adequate reimbursement and pricing by third party payors and government
authorities;

� relative convenience and ease of administration; and

� the effectiveness of our sales and marketing efforts and those of our collaborators.
If quizartinib or any other drug candidate is approved but fails to achieve market acceptance among physicians,
patients, or health care payors, we will not be able to generate significant revenues, which would have a material
adverse effect on our business, prospects, financial condition and results of operations.

We face significant competition from other biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies and our operating results
will suffer if we fail to compete effectively.

The biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries are intensely competitive. We have competitors both in the United
States and internationally, including major multinational pharmaceutical companies, biotechnology companies and
universities and other research institutions. Many of our competitors have substantially greater financial, technical and
other resources, such as larger research and development staff and experienced marketing and manufacturing
organizations and well-established sales forces. Additional mergers and acquisitions in the biotechnology and
pharmaceutical industries may result in even more resources being concentrated in our competitors. Competition may
increase further as a result of advances in the commercial applicability of technologies and greater availability of
capital for investment in these industries. Our competitors may succeed in developing, acquiring or licensing on an
exclusive basis drug products that are more effective or less costly than quizartinib or any drug candidate that we are
currently developing or that we may develop.

Currently there are no approved therapies for relapsed/refractory AML beyond traditional chemotherapy. Quizartinib
may face competition in the United States from the off-label use of commercially available kinase inhibitors such as
Bayer AG�s and Onyx Pharmaceuticals, Inc.�s Nexavar® (sorafenib) and Pfizer Inc.�s Sutent®
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(sunitinib), two multi-kinase inhibitors that inhibit FLT3 approved for the treatment of certain solid tumors. However,
these multi-kinase inhibitors are not currently approved for the treatment of AML. In addition, several other
companies have small molecule and biologic drug candidates in development that target the FLT3 pathway and, if
approved, could compete with quizartinib, including Novartis AG�s PKC-412 (midostaurin).

Pfizer�s Xeljanz® (tofacitinib), a pan-JAK inhibitor, was recently approved in the United States for the treatment of
rheumatoid arthritis, and several companies have inhibitors of the JAK family of kinases in clinical development for
inflammatory disease. A number of companies have oral small molecule and biologic colony-stimulating factor-1
receptor, or CSF1R, inhibitors in clinical development. Daiichi-Sankyo Company Limited�s, and F. Hoffman-LaRoche
Ltd�s Zelboraf® (vemurafenib), a BRAF kinase inhibitor, was approved by the FDA in 2011 for the treatment of
metastatic melanoma patients harboring the V600E BRAF mutation, and several other companies have BRAF
inhibitors in clinical development.

Our ability to compete successfully will depend largely on our ability to leverage our experience in drug discovery
and development to:

� discover and develop highly selective and potent small molecule drugs that inhibit validated kinase
targets and that are superior to other products in the market;

� attract qualified scientific, product development and commercial personnel;

� obtain patent and/or other proprietary protection for our medicines and technologies;

� obtain required regulatory approvals; and

� successfully collaborate with pharmaceutical companies in the discovery, development and
commercialization of new medicines.

The availability and price of our competitors� products could limit the demand, and the price we are able to charge, for
quizartinib or any of our other drug candidates, if approved. We will not achieve our business plan if the acceptance of
quizartinib is inhibited by price competition or the reluctance of physicians to switch from existing drug products to
quizartinib, or if physicians switch to other new drug products or choose to reserve quizartinib for use in limited
circumstances. The inability to compete with existing or subsequently introduced drug products would have a material
adverse impact on our business, prospects, financial condition and results of operations.

Established pharmaceutical companies may invest heavily to accelerate discovery and development of novel
compounds or to in-license novel compounds that could make our drug candidates less competitive. In addition, any
new product that competes with an approved product must demonstrate compelling advantages in efficacy,
convenience, tolerability and safety in order to overcome price competition and to be commercially successful.
Accordingly, our competitors may succeed in obtaining patent protection, receiving FDA approval or discovering,
developing and commercializing medicines before we do, which would have a material adverse impact on our
business.
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Reimbursement may be limited or unavailable in certain market segments for our drug candidates, which could
make it difficult for us to sell our products profitably.

We intend to seek approval to market quizartinib in both the United States and in selected foreign jurisdictions. If we
obtain approval in one or more foreign jurisdictions for quizartinib or any of our other drug candidates, we will be
subject to rules and regulations in those jurisdictions. In some foreign countries, particularly those in the European
Union, the pricing of prescription pharmaceuticals and biologics is subject to governmental control. In these countries,
pricing negotiations with governmental authorities can take considerable time after the receipt of marketing approval
for a drug candidate. In addition, market acceptance and sales of our drug candidates will depend significantly on the
availability of adequate coverage and reimbursement from third-party payors for any of our drug candidates and may
be affected by existing and future health care reform measures.

Government authorities and third-party payors, such as private health insurers and health maintenance organizations,
decide which drugs they will pay for and establish reimbursement levels. Reimbursement by a third-party payor may
depend upon a number of factors, including the third-party payor�s determination that use of a product is:

� a covered benefit under its health plan;

� safe, effective and medically necessary;
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� appropriate for the specific patient;

� cost-effective; and

� neither experimental nor investigational.
Obtaining coverage and reimbursement approval for a product from a government or other third-party payor is a
time-consuming and costly process that could require us to provide to the payor supporting scientific, clinical and
cost-effectiveness data for the use of our products. We may not be able to provide data sufficient to gain acceptance
with respect to coverage and reimbursement. If reimbursement of our future products is unavailable or limited in
scope or amount, or if pricing is set at unsatisfactory levels, we may be unable to achieve or sustain profitability.

In both the United States and certain foreign jurisdictions, there have been a number of legislative and regulatory
changes to the health care system that could impact our ability to sell our products profitably. In particular, the
Medicare Modernization Act of 2003 revised the payment methodology for many products under Medicare in the
United States. This has resulted in lower rates of reimbursement. In 2010, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care
Act, as amended by the Health Care and Education Affordability Reconciliation Act, collectively, the Healthcare
Reform Act, was enacted. The Healthcare Reform Act contains a number of provisions, including those governing
enrollment in federal healthcare programs, the increased use of comparative effectiveness research on healthcare
products, reimbursement and fraud and abuse changes, which will impact existing government healthcare programs
and will result in the development of new programs. An expansion in the government�s role in the U.S. healthcare
industry may further lower rates of reimbursement for pharmaceutical products.

We cannot predict whether legal challenges will result in changes to the Healthcare Reform Act or if other legislative
changes will be adopted, or how such changes would affect our business. Any reduction in reimbursement from
Medicare or other government programs may result in a similar reduction in payments from private payers.

There have been, and likely will continue to be, legislative and regulatory proposals at the federal and state levels
directed at broadening the availability of healthcare and containing or lowering the cost of healthcare. We cannot
predict the initiatives that may be adopted in the future. The continuing efforts of the government, insurance
companies, managed care organizations and other payors of healthcare services to contain or reduce costs of
healthcare may adversely affect:

� the demand for any drug candidates for which we may obtain regulatory approval;

� our ability to set a price that we believe is fair for our products;

� our ability to generate revenues and achieve or maintain profitability;

� the level of taxes that we are required to pay; and
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� the availability of capital.
In addition, governments may impose price controls, which may adversely affect our future profitability.

We may form strategic alliances in the future, and we may not realize the benefits of such alliances.

We may form strategic alliances, create joint ventures or collaborations or enter into licensing arrangements with third
parties that we believe will complement or augment our existing business, including with respect to quizartinib and
our JAK2 and CSF1R programs. These relationships or those like them may require us to incur non-recurring and
other charges, increase our near- and long-term expenditures, issue securities that dilute our existing stockholders or
disrupt our management and business. In addition, we face significant competition in seeking appropriate strategic
partners and the negotiation process is time-consuming and complex. Moreover, we may not be successful in our
efforts to establish a strategic partnership or other alternative arrangements for quizartinib or our JAK2 and CSF1R
programs or any future drug candidates and programs because our research and development pipeline may be
insufficient, our drug candidates and programs may be deemed to be at too early of a stage of development for
collaborative effort and third parties may not view our drug candidates and programs as having the requisite potential
to demonstrate safety and efficacy. If we license products or businesses, we may not be able to realize the benefit of
such transactions if we are unable to successfully integrate them with our existing operations and company culture.
We cannot be certain that, following a strategic transaction or license, we will achieve the revenues or specific net
income that justifies such transaction. Any delays in entering into new strategic partnership agreements related to our
drug candidates could also delay the development and commercialization of our drug candidates and reduce their
competitiveness even if they reach the market.
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If we are not successful in attracting and retaining highly qualified personnel, we may not be able to successfully
implement our business strategy.

Our ability to compete in the highly competitive biotechnology and pharmaceuticals industries depends upon our
ability to attract and retain highly qualified managerial, scientific and medical personnel. We are highly dependent on
our management, scientific and medical personnel, including our President and Chief Executive Officer, Michael A.
Martino, our Chief Medical Officer, Athena Countouriotis, M.D., and our Chief Financial Officer, Alan Fuhrman. In
order to induce valuable employees to remain at Ambit, in addition to salary and cash incentives, we have provided
stock options that vest over time. The value to employees of stock options that vest over time may be significantly
affected by movements in our stock price that are beyond our control, and may at any time be insufficient to
counteract more lucrative offers from other companies.

Our scientific team has expertise in many different aspects of drug discovery and development. We conduct our
operations at our facility in San Diego, California. This region is headquarters to many other biopharmaceutical
companies and many academic and research institutions. Competition for skilled personnel in our market is very
intense and may limit our ability to hire and retain highly qualified personnel on acceptable terms.

Despite our efforts to retain valuable employees, members of our management, scientific and development teams may
terminate their employment with us on short notice. Although we have employment agreements with all of our
employees, these employment agreements provide for at-will employment, which means that any of our employees
could leave our employment at any time, with or without notice. The loss of the services of any of our executive
officers or other key employees and our inability to find suitable replacements could potentially harm our business,
prospects, financial condition or results of operations. We do not maintain �key man� insurance policies on the lives of
these individuals or the lives of any of our other employees. Our success also depends on our ability to continue to
attract, retain and motivate highly skilled junior, mid-level, and senior managers as well as junior, mid-level, and
senior scientific and medical personnel.

Many of the other biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies that we compete against for qualified personnel have
greater financial and other resources, different risk profiles and a longer history in the industry than we do. They may
also provide more diverse opportunities and better chances for career advancement. Some of these characteristics may
be more appealing to high quality candidates than what we can offer. If we are unable to continue to attract and retain
high quality personnel, the rate and success at which we can discover, develop and commercialize drug candidates
will be limited.

We will need to grow the size of our organization, and we may experience difficulties in managing this growth. *

As of September 30, 2013, we employed 53 employees, 48 of whom were full-time. As our development and
commercialization plans and strategies develop, and as we transition into operating as a public company, we expect to
need additional managerial, operational, clinical, regulatory, sales, marketing, financial and other personnel. Future
growth would impose significant added responsibilities on members of management, including:

� identifying, recruiting, integrating, maintaining and motivating additional employees;

� managing our internal development efforts effectively, including the clinical and FDA review process
for quizartinib and our other drug candidates, while complying with our contractual obligations to
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licensors, licensees, contractors, collaborators and third parties; and

� improving our operational, financial and management controls, reporting systems and procedures.
Our future financial performance and our ability to commercialize quizartinib and other drug candidates will depend,
in part, on our ability to effectively manage any future growth, and our management may also have to divert a
disproportionate amount of its attention away from day-to-day activities in order to devote a substantial amount of
time to managing these growth activities. To date, we have used the services of outside vendors to perform tasks
including clinical trial management, statistics and analysis, regulatory affairs, formulation development and other drug
development functions. Our growth strategy may also entail expanding our group of contractors or consultants to
implement these tasks going forward. Because we rely on numerous consultants, effectively outsourcing many key
functions of our business, we will need to be able to effectively manage these consultants to ensure that they
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successfully carry out their contractual obligations and meet expected deadlines. However, if we are unable to
effectively manage our outsourced activities or if the quality or accuracy of the services provided by consultants is
compromised for any reason, our clinical trials may be extended, delayed or terminated, and we may not be able to
obtain regulatory approval for quizartinib and our other drug candidates or otherwise advance our business. There can
be no assurance that we will be able to manage our existing consultants or find other competent outside contractors
and consultants on economically reasonable terms, or at all. If we are not able to effectively expand our organization
by hiring new employees and expanding our groups of consultants and contractors, we may not be able to successfully
implement the tasks necessary to further develop and commercialize our drug candidates and, accordingly, may not
achieve our research, development and commercialization goals.

Our business and operations would suffer in the event of system failures.

Despite the implementation of security measures, our internal computer systems and those of our current and any
future CROs and other contractors and consultants and collaborators are vulnerable to damage from computer viruses,
unauthorized access, natural disasters, terrorism, war and telecommunication and electrical failures. While we have
not experienced any such material system failure, accident or security breach to date, if such an event were to occur
and cause interruptions in our operations, it could result in a material disruption of our development programs and our
business operations. For example, the loss of clinical trial data from completed or future clinical trials could result in
delays in our regulatory approval efforts and significantly increase our costs to recover or reproduce the data.
Likewise, we rely on third parties to manufacture our drug candidates and conduct clinical trials, and similar events
relating to their computer systems could also have a material adverse effect on our business. To the extent that any
disruption or security breach were to result in a loss of, or damage to, our data or applications, or inappropriate
disclosure of confidential or proprietary information, we could incur liability and the further development and
commercialization of our drug candidates could be delayed.

Business disruptions could seriously harm our future revenues and financial condition and increase our costs and
expenses.

Our operations could be subject to earthquakes, power shortages, telecommunications failures, water shortages,
floods, hurricanes, typhoons, fires, extreme weather conditions, medical epidemics and other natural or manmade
disasters or business interruptions, for which we are predominantly self-insured. The occurrence of any of these
business disruptions could seriously harm our operations and financial condition and increase our costs and expenses.
We rely on third-party manufacturers to produce our drug candidates. Our ability to obtain clinical supplies of
quizartinib or our other drug candidates could be disrupted, if the operations of these suppliers is affected by a
man-made or natural disaster or other business interruption. Our corporate headquarters is located in California near
major earthquake faults and fire zones. The ultimate impact on us, our significant suppliers and our general
infrastructure of being located near major earthquake faults and fire zones and being consolidated in certain
geographical areas is unknown, but our operations and financial condition could suffer in the event of a major
earthquake, fire or other natural disaster.

A variety of risks associated with marketing our drug candidates internationally could materially adversely affect
our business.

If approved for commercialization in the United States, we also expect to seek approval to market quizartinib outside
of the United States. Consequently, we expect that we will be subject to additional risks related to operating in foreign
countries including:
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� differing regulatory requirements for drug approvals in foreign countries;

� the potential for so-called parallel importing, which is what happens when a local seller, faced with
high or higher local prices, opts to import goods from a foreign market (with low or lower prices)
rather than buying them locally;

� unexpected changes in tariffs, trade barriers, price and exchange controls and other regulatory
requirements;

� economic weakness, including inflation, or political instability in particular foreign economies and
markets;

� compliance with tax, employment, immigration and labor laws for employees living or traveling
abroad;
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� foreign taxes, including withholding of payroll taxes;

� foreign currency fluctuations, which could result in increased operating expenses and reduced
revenues, and other obligations incident to doing business in another country;

� difficulties staffing and managing foreign operations;

� workforce uncertainty in countries where labor unrest is more common than in the United States;

� potential liability under the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977 or comparable foreign regulations;

� challenges enforcing our contractual and intellectual property rights, especially in those foreign
countries that do not respect and protect intellectual property rights to the same extent as the
United States;

� production shortages resulting from any events affecting raw material supply or manufacturing
capabilities abroad; and

� business interruptions resulting from geo-political actions, including war and terrorism.
These and other risks associated with our international operations may materially adversely affect our ability to attain
or maintain profitable operations.

Our employees may engage in misconduct or other improper activities, including noncompliance with regulatory
standards and requirements.

We are exposed to the risk of employee fraud or other misconduct. Misconduct by employees could include
intentional failures to comply with FDA regulations, to provide accurate information to the FDA, to comply with
manufacturing standards we have established, to comply with federal and state health-care fraud and abuse laws and
regulations, to report financial information or data accurately or to disclose unauthorized activities to us. In particular,
sales, marketing and business arrangements in the healthcare industry are subject to extensive laws and regulations
intended to prevent fraud, kickbacks, self-dealing and other abusive practices. These laws and regulations may restrict
or prohibit a wide range of pricing, discounting, marketing and promotion, sales commission, customer incentive
programs and other business arrangements. Employee misconduct could also involve the improper use of information
obtained in the course of clinical trials, which could result in regulatory sanctions and serious harm to our reputation.
We have adopted a Code of Business Conduct and Ethics, but it is not always possible to identify and deter employee
misconduct, and the precautions we take to detect and prevent this activity may not be effective in controlling
unknown or unmanaged risks or losses or in protecting us from governmental investigations or other actions or
lawsuits stemming from a failure to be in compliance with such laws or regulations. If any such actions are instituted
against us, and we are not successful in defending ourselves or asserting our rights, those actions could have a
significant impact on our business, including the imposition of significant fines or other sanctions.
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We may also be subject to healthcare laws, regulation and enforcement; our failure to comply with those laws
could have a material adverse effect on our results of operations and financial conditions.

Although we currently do not have any products on the market, if any of our drug candidates are approved, once we
begin commercializing our products, we may be subject to additional healthcare regulation and enforcement by the
federal government and the states and foreign governments in which we conduct our business. The laws that may
affect our ability to operate include, without limitation, state and federal anti-kickback, false claims, privacy and
security and physician sunshine laws and regulations. If our operations are found to be in violation of any of such laws
or any other governmental regulations that apply to us, we may be subject to penalties, including civil and criminal
penalties, damages, fines, the curtailment or restructuring of our operations, the exclusion from participation in federal
and state healthcare programs and imprisonment, any of which could adversely affect our ability to operate our
business and our financial results.

If product liability lawsuits are brought against us, we may incur substantial liabilities and may be required to limit
commercialization of our drug candidates.

We face an inherent risk of product liability as a result of the clinical testing of our drug candidates and will face an
even greater risk if we commercialize any products. For example, we may be sued if any drug candidate we develop
allegedly causes injury or is found to be otherwise unsuitable during clinical testing, manufacturing,
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marketing or sale. Any such product liability claims may include allegations of defects in manufacturing, defects in
design, a failure to warn of dangers inherent in the product, negligence, strict liability, and a breach of warranties.
Claims could also be asserted under state consumer protection acts. If we cannot successfully defend ourselves against
product liability claims, we may incur substantial liabilities or be required to limit commercialization of our drug
candidates. Even successful defense would require significant financial and management resources. Regardless of the
merits or eventual outcome, liability claims may result in:

� decreased demand for our drug candidates or products that we may develop;

� injury to our reputation;

� withdrawal of clinical trial participants;

� initiation of investigations by regulators;

� costs to defend the related litigation;

� a diversion of management�s time and our resources;

� substantial monetary awards to trial participants or patients;

� product recalls, withdrawals or labeling, marketing or promotional restrictions;

� loss of revenue;

� exhaustion of any available insurance and our capital resources;

� the inability to commercialize our drug candidates; and

� a decline in our share price.
Our inability to obtain and retain sufficient product liability insurance at an acceptable cost to protect against potential
product liability claims could prevent or inhibit the commercialization of products we develop. We currently carry
$10.0 million of product liability insurance covering our clinical trials. Although we maintain such insurance, any
claim that may be brought against us could result in a court judgment or settlement in an amount that is not covered, in
whole or in part, by our insurance or that is in excess of the limits of our insurance coverage. If we determine that it is
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prudent to increase our product liability coverage due to the commercial launch of any approved product, we may be
unable to obtain such increased coverage on acceptable terms, or at all. Our insurance policies also have various
exclusions, and we may be subject to a product liability claim for which we have no coverage. We will have to pay
any amounts awarded by a court or negotiated in a settlement that exceed our coverage limitations or that are not
covered by our insurance, and we may not have, or be able to obtain, sufficient capital to pay such amounts.

If we use hazardous and biological materials in a manner that causes injury or violates applicable law, we may be
liable for damages.

Our research and development activities involve the controlled use of potentially hazardous substances, including
chemical and biological materials. In addition, our operations produce hazardous waste products and those of our
manufacturers and some CROs may produce medical and radioactive waste products. We and our manufacturers are
subject to federal, state and local laws and regulations in the United States governing the use, manufacture, storage,
handling and disposal of medical, radioactive and hazardous materials. Although we believe that our and our
manufacturers� procedures for using, handling, storing and disposing of these materials comply with legally prescribed
standards, we may incur significant additional costs to comply with applicable laws in the future. Also, even if we are
in compliance with applicable laws, we cannot completely eliminate the risk of contamination or injury resulting from
medical, radioactive or hazardous materials. As a result of any such contamination or injury we may incur liability or
local, city, state or federal authorities may curtail the use of these materials and interrupt our business operations. In
the event of an accident, we could be held liable for damages or penalized with fines, and the liability could exceed
our resources. We do not have any insurance for liabilities arising from medical radioactive or hazardous materials.
Compliance with applicable environmental laws and regulations is expensive, and current or future environmental
regulations may impair our research, development and production efforts, which could harm our business, prospects,
financial condition or results of operations.
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Risks Related to Our Financial Position and Capital Requirements

We have a limited operating history, have incurred significant operating losses since our inception and anticipate
that we will continue to incur losses for the foreseeable future. *

Our operations began in 2000 and we have only a limited operating history upon which you can evaluate our business
and prospects. Our operations to date have been limited to conducting product development activities for quizartinib
and other drug candidates and performing research and development with respect to our clinical and preclinical
programs. In addition, as an early stage company, we have limited experience and have not yet demonstrated an
ability to successfully overcome many of the risks and uncertainties frequently encountered by companies in new and
rapidly evolving fields, particularly in the pharmaceutical area. Nor have we demonstrated an ability to obtain
regulatory approval for or to commercialize a drug candidate. Consequently, any predictions about our future
performance may not be as accurate as they would be if we had a history of successfully developing and
commercializing pharmaceutical products.

We have incurred significant operating losses since our inception, including consolidated net losses of $9.2 million
and $22.0 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2013 and 2012, respectively. As of September 30, 2013,
we had an accumulated deficit of $246.1 million. Our prior losses, combined with expected future losses, have had
and will continue to have an adverse effect on our stockholders� equity and working capital. Our losses have resulted
principally from costs incurred in our discovery and development activities. We anticipate that our operating losses
will substantially increase over the next several years as we execute our plan to expand our discovery, research,
development and commercialization activities, including the clinical development and planned commercialization of
our lead drug candidate, quizartinib, and incur the additional costs of operating as a public company. In addition, if we
obtain regulatory approval of quizartinib, we may incur significant sales and marketing expenses. Because of the
numerous risks and uncertainties associated with developing pharmaceutical products, we are unable to predict the
extent of any future losses or whether or when we will become profitable, if ever.

We have limited sources of revenues and have not generated any revenues to date from product sales. We may
never achieve or sustain profitability, which could depress the market price of our common stock, and could cause
you to lose all or a part of your investment.

Our ability to become profitable depends on our ability to develop and commercialize quizartinib and our other drug
candidates. To date, we have no products approved for commercial sale and have not generated any revenues from
sales of any drug candidate, and we do not know when, or if, we will generate revenues in the future. Substantially all
of our revenues to date have come from research service fees, license or collaboration agreements and our screening
business, which we sold in October 2010. We do not anticipate generating revenues, if any, from sales of quizartinib
for at least the next several years and we will never generate revenues from quizartinib if we and Genoptix do not
obtain regulatory approval for quizartinib and its companion diagnostic, respectively. Our ability to generate future
revenues depends heavily on our and our collaborators� success in:

� developing and securing U.S. and/or foreign regulatory approvals for quizartinib and its companion
diagnostic;

� manufacturing commercial quantities of quizartinib at acceptable cost;
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� achieving broad market acceptance of quizartinib in the medical community and with third-party
payors and patients;

� commercializing quizartinib and any other drug candidates for which we receive approval;

� pursuing clinical development of quizartinib in additional indications, as well as clinical development
of other drug candidates; and

� generating a pipeline of innovative drug candidates using our drug discovery platform or through
licensing strategies.

Even if we do generate product sales, we may never achieve or sustain profitability on a quarterly or annual basis. Our
failure to become and remain profitable would depress the market price of our common stock and could impair our
ability to raise capital, expand our business, diversify our product offerings or continue our operations.
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Raising additional capital may cause dilution to our existing stockholders, restrict our operations or require us to
relinquish rights to our technologies or drug candidates.

We may seek additional capital through a combination of public and private equity offerings, debt financings,
strategic partnerships and alliances and licensing arrangements. To the extent that we raise additional capital through
the sale of equity or convertible debt securities, your ownership interest will be diluted, and the terms may include
liquidation or other preferences that adversely affect your rights as a stockholder. The incurrence of indebtedness
would result in increased fixed payment obligations and could involve certain restrictive covenants, such as
limitations on our ability to incur additional debt, limitations on our ability to acquire or license intellectual property
rights and other operating restrictions that could adversely impact our ability to conduct our business. If we raise
additional funds through strategic partnerships and alliances and licensing arrangements with third parties, we may
have to relinquish valuable rights to our technologies or drug candidates, or grant licenses on terms unfavorable to us.

Our ability to utilize our net operating loss carryforwards and certain other tax attributes may be limited.

Under Section 382 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, if a corporation undergoes an �ownership
change� (generally defined as a greater than 50% change (by value) in its equity ownership over a three year period),
the corporation�s ability to use its pre-change net operating loss carryforwards and other pre-change tax attributes to
offset its post-change income may be limited. We believe that, as a result of our IPO, the concurrent private placement
and other transactions that have occurred over the past three years, we have experienced an �ownership change.� We
may also experience ownership changes in the future as a result of subsequent shifts in our stock ownership. As of
December 31, 2012, we had federal and state net operating loss carryforwards of approximately $151.2 million and
$143.1 million, respectively, and federal research and development credits of $5.0 million which could be limited if
we experience an �ownership change.�

Unstable market and economic conditions may have serious adverse consequences on our business, financial
condition and stock price. *

As widely reported, global credit and financial markets have experienced extreme disruptions in the past several years,
including severely diminished liquidity and credit availability, declines in consumer confidence, declines in economic
growth, increases in unemployment rates, and uncertainty about economic stability. There can be no assurance that
further deterioration in credit and financial markets and confidence in economic conditions will not occur. Our general
business strategy may be adversely affected by any such economic downturn, volatile business environment or
continued unpredictable and unstable market conditions. If the current equity and credit markets deteriorate, or do not
improve, it may make any necessary debt or equity financing more difficult, more costly, and more dilutive. Failure to
secure any necessary financing in a timely manner and on favorable terms could have a material adverse effect on our
growth strategy, financial performance and stock price and could require us to delay or abandon clinical development
plans. In addition, there is a risk that one or more of our current service providers, manufacturers and other partners
may not survive these difficult economic times, which could directly affect our ability to attain our operating goals on
schedule and on budget.

At September 30, 2013, we had $78.9 million of cash and cash equivalents. While we are not aware of any
downgrades, material losses, or other significant deterioration in the fair value of our cash equivalents since
September 30, 2013, no assurance can be given that further deterioration of the global credit and financial markets
would not negatively impact our current portfolio of cash equivalents or marketable securities or our ability to meet
our financing objectives. Furthermore, our stock price may decline due in part to the volatility of the stock market and
the general economic downturn.
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Risks Related to Our Intellectual Property

If our efforts to protect the proprietary nature of the intellectual property related to our technologies are not
adequate, we may not be able to compete effectively in our market.

We rely upon a combination of patents, trade secret protection and confidentiality agreements to protect the
intellectual property related to our technologies. Any disclosure to or misappropriation by third parties of our
confidential proprietary information could enable competitors to quickly duplicate or surpass our technological
achievements, thus eroding our competitive position in our market.
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Composition-of-matter patents on the active pharmaceutical ingredient are generally considered to be the strongest
form of intellectual property protection for pharmaceutical products, as such patents provide protection without regard
to any method of use. We cannot be certain that the claims in our patent applications covering composition-of-matter
of our drug candidates will be considered patentable by the United States Patent and Trademark Office, or the U.S.
PTO, courts in the United States, or by the patent offices and courts in foreign countries. Method-of-use patents
protect the use of a product for the specified method. This type of patent does not prevent a competitor from making
and marketing a product that is identical to our product for an indication that is outside the scope of the patented
method. Moreover, even if competitors do not actively promote their product for our targeted indications, physicians
may prescribe these products �off-label.� Although off-label prescriptions may infringe or contribute to the infringement
of method-of-use patents, the practice is common and such infringement is difficult to prevent or prosecute.

The strength of patents in the biotechnology and pharmaceutical field involves complex legal and scientific questions
and can be uncertain. The patent applications that we own or license may fail to result in issued patents in the United
States or in other foreign countries. Even if the patents do successfully issue, third parties may challenge the validity,
enforceability or scope thereof, which may result in such patents being narrowed, invalidated or held unenforceable.
Furthermore, even if they are unchallenged, our patents and patent applications, including those that we license to
Teva, may not adequately protect our intellectual property or prevent others from designing around our claims. If the
breadth or strength of protection provided by the patent applications we hold with respect to quizartinib or the patents
we hold or pursue with respect to other drug candidates is threatened, it could dissuade companies from collaborating
with us to develop, and threaten our ability to commercialize, our drug candidates. Further, if we encounter delays in
our clinical trials, the period of time during which we could market our drug candidates under patent protection would
be reduced. Since patent applications in the United States and most other countries are confidential for a period of
time after filing, we cannot be certain that we were the first to file any patent application related to quizartinib or our
other candidates. Furthermore, for applications in which all claims are entitled to a priority date before March 16,
2013, an interference proceeding can be provoked by a third-party or instituted by the U.S. PTO, to determine who
was the first to invent any of the subject matter covered by the patent claims of our applications. For applications
containing a claim not entitled to priority before March 16, 2013, there is greater level of uncertainty in the patent law
with the passage of the America Invents Act (2012) which brings into effect significant changes to the U.S. patent
laws that are yet untried and untested, and which introduces new procedures for challenging pending patent
applications and issued patents. A primary change under this reform is creating a �first to file� system in the U.S. This
will require us to be cognizant after March 16, 2013 of the time from invention to filing of a patent application.

In addition to the protection afforded by patents, we seek to rely on trade secret protection and confidentiality
agreements to protect proprietary know-how that is not patentable, processes for which patents are difficult to enforce
and any other elements of our drug discovery and development processes that involve proprietary know-how,
information or technology that is not covered by patents. Although we require all of our employees to assign their
inventions to us, and require all of our employees, consultants, advisors and any third parties who have access to our
proprietary know-how, information or technology to enter into confidentiality agreements, we cannot be certain that
our trade secrets and other confidential proprietary information will not be disclosed or that competitors will not
otherwise gain access to our trade secrets or independently develop substantially equivalent information and
techniques. Furthermore, the laws of some foreign countries do not protect proprietary rights to the same extent or in
the same manner as the laws of the United States. As a result, we may encounter significant problems in protecting
and defending our intellectual property both in the United States and abroad. If we are unable to prevent unauthorized
material disclosure of our intellectual property to third parties, we will not be able to establish or maintain a
competitive advantage in our market, which could materially adversely affect our business, operating results and
financial condition.
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Third-party claims of intellectual property infringement may prevent or delay our drug discovery and development
efforts.

Our commercial success depends in part on our and our collaborators� avoiding infringement of the patents and
proprietary rights of third parties. There is a substantial amount of litigation involving patents and other intellectual
property rights in the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries, as well as administrative proceedings for
challenging patents, including interference and reexamination proceedings before the U.S. PTO or oppositions
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and other comparable proceedings in foreign jurisdictions. Recently, under U.S. patent reform, new procedures
including inter partes review and post grant review have been implemented or will be implemented as of March 16,
2013. As stated above, this reform is untried and untested and will bring uncertainty to the possibility of challenge to
our patents in the future. Numerous U.S. and foreign issued patents and pending patent applications, which are owned
by third parties, exist in the fields in which we and our collaborators are developing drug candidates. As the
biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries expand and more patents are issued, the risk increases that our drug
candidates may give rise to claims of infringement of the patent rights of others.

Third parties may assert that we are employing their proprietary technology without authorization. There may be
third-party patents of which we are currently unaware with claims to materials, formulations, methods of manufacture
or methods for treatment related to the use or manufacture of quizartinib and/or our other drug candidates. Because
patent applications can take many years to issue, there may be currently pending patent applications which may later
result in issued patents that our drug candidates may infringe. In addition, third parties may obtain patents in the future
and claim that use of our technologies infringes upon these patents. If any third-party patents were held by a court of
competent jurisdiction to cover the manufacturing process of any of our drug candidates, any molecules formed during
the manufacturing process or any final product itself, the holders of any such patents may be able to block our ability
to commercialize such drug candidate unless we obtained a license under the applicable patents, or until such patents
expire or they are finally determined to be held invalid or unenforceable. Similarly, if any third-party patent were held
by a court of competent jurisdiction to cover aspects of our formulations, processes for manufacture or methods of
use, including combination therapy or patient selection methods, the holders of any such patent may be able to block
our ability to develop and commercialize the applicable drug candidate unless we obtained a license or until such
patent expires or is finally determined to be held invalid or unenforceable. In either case, such a license may not be
available on commercially reasonable terms or at all. We are aware of a third party patent that relates to an inactive
ingredient that we currently use in quizartinib, as well as a third party patent related to diagnostic testing for certain
FLT3 mutations in patient samples. Should a license to either third party patent become necessary, we cannot predict
whether we or our partners would be able to obtain a license to either of the above, or if a license were available,
whether it would be available on commercially reasonable terms. If such patents have a valid claim relating to our use
of the inactive ingredient or diagnostic testing required to detect FLT3 mutations and, in either case, a license under
the applicable patent is unavailable on commercially reasonable terms, or at all, our ability to commercialize
quizartinib may be impaired or delayed, which could in turn significantly harm our business.

Parties making claims against us may seek and obtain injunctive or other equitable relief, which could effectively
block our ability to further develop and commercialize one or more of our drug candidates. Defense of these claims,
regardless of their merit, would involve substantial litigation expense and would be a substantial diversion of
employee resources from our business. In the event of a successful claim of infringement against us, we may have to
pay substantial damages, including treble damages and attorneys� fees for willful infringement, obtain one or more
licenses from third parties, pay royalties or redesign our infringing products, which may be impossible or require
substantial time and monetary expenditure. We cannot predict whether any such license would be available at all or
whether it would be available on commercially reasonable terms. Furthermore, even in the absence of litigation, we
may need to obtain licenses from third parties to advance our research or allow commercialization of our drug
candidates, and we have done so from time to time. We may fail to obtain any of these licenses at a reasonable cost or
on reasonable terms, if at all. In that event, we would be unable to further develop and commercialize one or more of
our drug candidates, which could harm our business significantly.

We may be involved in lawsuits to protect or enforce our patents or the patents of our licensors, which could be
expensive, time consuming and unsuccessful.
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Competitors may infringe our patents or the patents of our licensors. To counter infringement or unauthorized use, we
may be required to file infringement claims, which can be expensive and time-consuming. In addition, in an
infringement proceeding, a court may decide that a patent of ours or our licensors is not valid or is unenforceable, or
may refuse to stop the other party from using the technology at issue on the grounds that our patents do not cover the
technology in question. An adverse result in any litigation or defense proceedings could put one or more of our patents
at risk of being invalidated, held unenforceable, or interpreted narrowly and could put our patent applications at risk of
not issuing. Defense of these claims, regardless of their merit, would involve substantial litigation expense and would
be a substantial diversion of employee resources from our business. In the event of a successful claim of infringement
against us, we may have to pay substantial damages, including treble damages and attorneys� fees for willful
infringement, obtain one or more licenses from third parties, pay royalties or redesign our infringing products, which
may be impossible or require substantial time and monetary expenditure.
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Interference proceedings provoked by third parties or brought by the U.S. PTO may be necessary to determine the
priority of inventions with respect to our patents or patent applications or those of our collaborators or licensors. An
unfavorable outcome could require us to cease using the related technology or to attempt to license rights to it from
the prevailing party. Our business could be harmed if the prevailing party does not offer us a license on commercially
reasonable terms. Litigation or interference proceedings may fail and, even if successful, may result in substantial
costs and distract our management and other employees. We may not be able to prevent, alone or with our licensors,
misappropriation of our trade secrets or confidential information, particularly in countries where the laws may not
protect those rights as fully as in the United States.

Furthermore, because of the substantial amount of discovery required in connection with intellectual property
litigation, there is a risk that some of our confidential information could be compromised by disclosure during this
type of litigation. In addition, there could be public announcements of the results of hearings, motions or other interim
proceedings or developments. If securities analysts or investors perceive these results to be negative, it could have a
substantial adverse effect on the price of our common stock.

Obtaining and maintaining our patent protection depends on compliance with various procedural, document
submission, fee payment and other requirements imposed by governmental patent agencies, and our patent
protection could be reduced or eliminated for non-compliance with these requirements.

Periodic maintenance fees on any issued patent are due to be paid to the U.S. PTO and foreign patent agencies in
several stages over the lifetime of the patent. The U.S. PTO and various foreign governmental patent agencies require
compliance with a number of procedural, documentary, fee payment and other similar provisions during the patent
application process. While an inadvertent lapse can in many cases be cured by payment of a late fee or by other means
in accordance with the applicable rules, there are situations in which noncompliance can result in abandonment or
lapse of the patent or patent application, resulting in partial or complete loss of patent rights in the relevant
jurisdiction. Non-compliance events that could result in abandonment or lapse of a patent or patent application
include, but are not limited to, failure to respond to official actions within prescribed time limits, non-payment of fees
and failure to properly legalize and submit formal documents. In such an event, our competitors might be able to enter
the market, which would have a material adverse effect on our business.

We may be subject to claims that our employees, consultants or independent contractors have wrongfully used or
disclosed confidential information of third parties, including entities that disclosed such information to us in
connection with previously provided screening services.

We have received confidential and proprietary information from collaborators, prospective licensees and other third
parties. In addition, we employ individuals who were previously employed at other biotechnology or pharmaceutical
companies. We may be subject to claims that we or our employees, consultants or independent contractors have
inadvertently or otherwise used or disclosed confidential information of these third parties or our employees� former
employers. Litigation may be necessary to defend against these claims. Even if we are successful in defending against
these claims, litigation could result in substantial cost and be a distraction to our management and employees.

Risks Related to Ownership of our Common Stock

The price of our stock may be volatile, and you could lose all or part of your investment. *

Prior to our IPO, there was no public market for our common stock. Since our IPO in May 2013, the trading price of
our common stock has ranged from a low of approximately $6 to a high of approximately $21. The trading price of
our common stock is likely to continue to be highly volatile and could be subject to wide fluctuations in response to
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various factors, some of which are beyond our control, including limited trading volume. In addition to the factors
discussed in this �Risk Factors� section and elsewhere in this prospectus, these factors include:

� the commencement, enrollment or results of our planned Phase 3 clinical trial of quizartinib or any
ongoing or future clinical trials we may conduct, or changes in the development status of quizartinib or
any other drug candidate;
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� any delay in filing our NDA for quizartinib and any adverse development or perceived adverse
development with respect to the FDA�s review of the NDA, including without limitation the FDA�s
issuance of a �refusal to file� letter or a request for additional information;

� adverse results or delays in clinical trials;

� our decision to initiate a clinical trial, not to initiate a clinical trial or to terminate an existing clinical
trial;

� adverse regulatory decisions, including failure to receive regulatory approval for quizartinib or the
companion diagnostic;

� changes in laws or regulations applicable to our products, including but not limited to clinical trial
requirements for approvals;

� adverse developments concerning our collaborations and our manufacturers;

� inability to obtain adequate product supply for any approved drug product or inability to do so at
acceptable prices;

� the inability to establish additional collaborations;

� our failure to commercialize quizartinib and the companion diagnostic, develop additional drug
candidates and commercialize additional drug products;

� additions or departures of key scientific or management personnel;

� unanticipated serious safety concerns related to the use of quizartinib or any of our other drug
candidates;

� introduction of new products or services offered by us or our competitors;

� announcements of significant acquisitions, strategic partnerships, joint ventures or capital
commitments by us or our competitors;
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� our ability to effectively manage our growth;

� the size and growth, if any, of the AML market and other targeted markets;

� our ability to successfully enter new markets or develop additional drug candidates;

� actual or anticipated variations in quarterly operating results;

� our cash position;

� failure to meet the estimates and projections of the investment community or that we may otherwise
provide to the public;

� publication of research reports about us or our industry or positive or negative recommendations or
withdrawal of research coverage by securities analysts;

� changes in the market valuations of similar companies;

� overall performance of the equity markets;

� issuances of debt or equity securities;

� sales of our common stock by us or our stockholders in the future;

� trading volume of our common stock;

� changes in accounting practices;

� ineffectiveness of our internal controls;

� disputes or other developments relating to proprietary rights, including patents, litigation matters and
our ability to obtain patent protection for our technologies;

� significant lawsuits, including patent or stockholder litigation;
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� general political and economic conditions; and

� other events or factors, many of which are beyond our control.
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In addition, the stock market in general, and the Nasdaq Global Market and biotechnology companies in particular,
have experienced extreme price and volume fluctuations that have often been unrelated or disproportionate to the
operating performance of these companies. Broad market and industry factors may negatively affect the market price
of our common stock, regardless of our actual operating performance. In the past, securities class action litigation has
often been instituted against companies following periods of volatility in the market price of a company�s securities.
This type of litigation, if instituted, could result in substantial costs and a diversion of management�s attention and
resources, which would harm our business, operating results or financial condition.

We do not intend to pay dividends on our common stock so any returns will be limited to the value of our stock.*

We have never declared or paid any cash dividend on our common stock. We currently anticipate that we will retain
future earnings for the development, operation and expansion of our business and do not anticipate declaring or
paying any cash dividends for the foreseeable future. In addition, any future debt financing arrangement may contain
terms prohibiting or limiting the amount of dividends that may be declared or paid on our common stock. Any return
to stockholders will therefore be limited to the appreciation of their stock. Investors seeking cash dividends should not
invest in our common stock.

Our principal stockholders and management own a significant percentage of our stock and will be able to exert
significant control over matters subject to stockholder approval. *

As of September 30, 2013, our executive officers, directors, 5% stockholders and their affiliates owned approximately
72% of our voting stock. Therefore, these stockholders will have the ability to influence us through this ownership
position. These stockholders may be able to determine all matters requiring stockholder approval. For example, these
stockholders may be able to control elections of directors, amendments of our organizational documents, or approval
of any merger, sale of assets, or other major corporate transaction. This may prevent or discourage unsolicited
acquisition proposals or offers for our common stock that you may feel are in your best interest as one of our
stockholders.

We are an emerging growth company, and we cannot be certain if the reduced reporting requirements applicable to
emerging growth companies will make our common stock less attractive to investors.

We are an emerging growth company, as defined in the Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act of 2012, or the JOBS
Act. For as long as we continue to be an emerging growth company, we may take advantage of exemptions from
various reporting requirements that are applicable to other public companies that are not emerging growth companies,
including not being required to comply with the auditor attestation requirements of Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act of 2002, or the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, reduced disclosure obligations regarding executive compensation in this
prospectus and our periodic reports and proxy statements and exemptions from the requirements of holding
nonbinding advisory votes on executive compensation and stockholder approval of any golden parachute payments
not previously approved. We could be an emerging growth company for up to five years, although circumstances
could cause us to lose that status earlier, including if the market value of our common stock held by non-affiliates
exceeds $700.0 million as of any June 30 before that time or if we have total annual gross revenue of $1.0 billion or
more during any fiscal year before that time, in which cases we would no longer be an emerging growth company as
of the following December 31 or, if we issue more than $1.0 billion in non-convertible debt during any three year
period before that time, we would cease to be an emerging growth company immediately. Even after we no longer
qualify as an emerging growth company, we may still qualify as a �smaller reporting company� which would allow us to
take advantage of many of the same exemptions from disclosure requirements including not being required to comply
with the auditor attestation requirements of Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and reduced disclosure obligations
regarding executive compensation in this prospectus and our periodic reports and proxy statements. We cannot predict
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if investors will find our common stock less attractive because we may rely on these exemptions. If some investors
find our common stock less attractive as a result, there may be a less active trading market for our common stock and
our stock price may be more volatile.

Under the JOBS Act, emerging growth companies can also delay adopting new or revised accounting standards until
such time as those standards apply to private companies. We have irrevocably elected not to avail ourselves of this
exemption from new or revised accounting standards and, therefore, will be subject to the same new or revised
accounting standards as other public companies that are not emerging growth companies. As a result, changes in rules
of U.S. generally accepted accounting principles or their interpretation, the adoption of new guidance or the
application of existing guidance to changes in our business could significantly affect our financial position and results
of operations.
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The requirements of being a public company may strain our resources and divert our management�s attention. *

As a public company, we have incurred, and will continue to incur significant legal, accounting and other expenses
that we did not incur as a private company. In addition, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, as well as rules subsequently adopted
by the SEC, and the Nasdaq Global Market to implement provisions of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, impose significant
requirements on public companies, including requiring establishment and maintenance of effective disclosure and
financial controls and changes in corporate governance practices. Further, in July 2010, the Dodd-Frank Wall Street
Reform and Consumer Protection Act, or the Dodd-Frank Act, was enacted. There are significant corporate
governance and executive compensation related provisions in the Dodd-Frank Act that require the SEC to adopt
additional rules and regulations in these areas such as �say on pay� and proxy access. Recent legislation permits smaller
�emerging growth companies� to implement many of these requirements over a longer period and up to five years from
the IPO. We intend to take advantage of this new legislation but cannot guarantee that we will not be required to
implement these requirements sooner than budgeted or planned and thereby incur unexpected expenses. Stockholder
activism, the current political environment and the current high level of government intervention and regulatory
reform may lead to substantial new regulations and disclosure obligations, which may lead to additional compliance
costs and impact the manner in which we operate our business in ways we cannot currently anticipate.

We expect the rules and regulations applicable to public companies to substantially increase our legal and financial
compliance costs and to make some activities more time-consuming and costly. If these requirements divert the
attention of our management and personnel from other business concerns, they could have a material adverse effect on
our business, financial condition and results of operations. The increased costs will decrease our net income or
increase our consolidated net loss, and may require us to reduce costs in other areas of our business or increase the
prices of our products or services. For example, we expect these rules and regulations to make it more difficult and
more expensive for us to obtain director and officer liability insurance and we may be required to incur substantial
costs to maintain the same or similar coverage. We cannot predict or estimate the amount or timing of additional costs
we may incur to respond to these requirements. The impact of these requirements could also make it more difficult for
us to attract and retain qualified persons to serve on our board of directors, our board committees or as executive
officers.

Sales of a substantial number of shares of our common stock by our existing stockholders in the public market
could cause our stock price to fall. *

If our existing stockholders sell, or indicate an intention to sell, substantial amounts of our common stock in the public
market after the lock-up and other legal restrictions on resale discussed in our prospectus lapse, the trading price of
our common stock could decline. Based on shares of common stock outstanding as of September 30, 2013, we have
outstanding a total of 17,877,241 shares of common stock. Of these shares, only the 8,125,000 shares of common
stock sold in our IPO are freely tradable without restriction in the public market. Citigroup Global Markets Inc. and
Leerink Swann LLC, however, may, in their sole discretion, permit our officers, directors and other stockholders who
are subject to these lock-up agreements to sell shares prior to the expiration of the lock-up agreements.

We expect that the lock-up agreements pertaining to the IPO will expire 180 days from the date of our prospectus,
May 15, 2013. After the lock-up agreements expire, up to an additional 9,587,558 shares of common stock will be
eligible for sale in the public market, 5,215,402 of which shares are held by directors, executive officers and other
affiliates and will be subject to volume limitations under Rule 144 under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or
the Securities Act. In addition, 1,970,329 shares of common stock that are either subject to outstanding options or
reserved for future issuance under our employee benefit plans will become eligible for sale in the public market to the
extent permitted by the provisions of various vesting schedules, the lock-up agreements and Rule 144 and Rule 701
under the Securities Act. If these additional shares of common stock are sold, or if it is perceived that they will be
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sold, in the public market, the trading price of our common stock could decline.

The holders of 5,215,402 shares of our common stock, or approximately 29% of our total outstanding common stock
as of September 30, 2013, will be entitled to rights with respect to the registration of their shares under the Securities
Act, subject to the 180-day lock-up agreements described above. Registration of these shares under the Securities Act
would result in the shares becoming freely tradable without restriction under the Securities Act, except for shares held
by affiliates, as defined in Rule 144 under the Securities Act. Any sales of securities by these stockholders could have
a material adverse effect on the trading price of our common stock.
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Future sales and issuances of our common stock or rights to purchase common stock, including pursuant to our
equity incentive plans, could result in additional dilution of the percentage ownership of our stockholders and
could cause our stock price to fall.

We expect that significant additional capital may be needed in the future to continue our planned operations, including
conducting clinical trials, commercialization efforts, expanded research and development activities and costs
associated with operating a public company. To raise capital, we may sell common stock, convertible securities or
other equity securities in one or more transactions at prices and in a manner we determine from time to time. If we sell
common stock, convertible securities or other equity securities in more than one transaction, our stockholders may be
materially diluted by subsequent sales, and new investors could gain rights, preferences and privileges senior to the
holders of our common stock.

Pursuant to our 2013 equity incentive plan, or 2013 post-IPO plan, our management is authorized to grant stock
options to our employees, directors and consultants. The number of shares available for future grant under our 2013
post-IPO plan will automatically increase each year by an amount equal to 4% of all shares of our capital stock
outstanding as of January 1st of each year, subject to the ability of our board of directors to take action to reduce the
size of such increase in any given year. Unless our board of directors elects not to increase the number of shares
available for future grant each year, our stockholders may experience additional dilution, which could cause our stock
price to fall.

Some provisions of our charter documents and Delaware law may have anti-takeover effects that could discourage
an acquisition of us by others, even if an acquisition would be beneficial to our stockholders, and may prevent
attempts by our stockholders to replace or remove our current management.

Provisions in our amended and restated certificate of incorporation and bylaws, as well as provisions of Delaware law,
could make it more difficult for a third-party to acquire us or increase the cost of acquiring us, even if doing so would
benefit our stockholders or remove our current management. These provisions include:

� authorizing the issuance of �blank check� preferred stock, the terms of which may be established and
shares of which may be issued without stockholder approval;

� limiting the removal of directors by the stockholders;

� creating a staggered board of directors;

� prohibiting stockholder action by written consent, thereby requiring all stockholder actions to be taken
at a meeting of our stockholders;

� eliminating the ability of stockholders to call a special meeting of stockholders;

�
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permitting our board of directors to accelerate the vesting of outstanding option grants upon certain
transactions that result in a change of control; and

� establishing advance notice requirements for nominations for election to the board of directors or for
proposing matters that can be acted upon at stockholder meetings.

These provisions may frustrate or prevent any attempts by our stockholders to replace or remove our current
management by making it more difficult for stockholders to replace members of our board of directors, which is
responsible for appointing the members of our management. We are also subject to certain anti-takeover provisions
under Delaware law which may discourage, delay or prevent someone from acquiring us or merging with us whether
or not it is desired by or beneficial to our stockholders. Under Delaware law, a corporation may not, in general, engage
in a business combination with any holder of 15% or more of its capital stock unless the holder has held the stock for
three years or, among other things, the board of directors has approved the transaction. Any provision of our
certificate of incorporation or bylaws or Delaware law that has the effect of delaying or deterring a change in control
could limit the opportunity for our stockholders to receive a premium for their shares of our common stock, and could
also affect the price that some investors are willing to pay for our common stock.
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Item 2. Unregistered Sales of Equity Securities and Use of Proceeds

Recent Sales of Unregistered Securities

None.

Use of Proceeds

On May 15, 2013, we commenced our IPO pursuant to a registration statement on Form S-1 (File No. 333-186760)
that was declared effective by the SEC on May 15, 2013 and that registered an aggregate of 9,343,750 shares of our
common stock for sale to the public at a price of $8.00 per share at an aggregate offering price of $74,750,000. On
May 21, 2013, we sold 8,125,000 shares of our common stock to the public at a price of $8.00 per share for an
aggregate gross offering price of $65,000,000. The offering has now terminated and consequently we may not sell
under that registration statement the 1,218,750 remaining shares of common stock. Citigroup Global Markets Inc. and
Leerink Swann LLC acted as joint booking-running managers for the offering, and BMO Capital Markets Corp. and
Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated served as co-managers for the offering.

The underwriting discounts and commissions in connection with the offering totaled approximately $4.6 million. We
incurred additional costs of approximately $2.3 million in offering expenses, which when added to the underwriting
discounts and commissions paid by us, amounts to total fees and costs of approximately $6.9 million. Thus, the net
offering proceeds to us, after deducting underwriting discounts and commissions and offering costs, were
approximately $58.1 million. No offering costs were paid directly or indirectly to any of our directors or officers (or
their associates) or persons owning ten percent or more of any class of our equity securities or to any other affiliates.

Upon receipt, the net proceeds from our IPO were invested in cash equivalents. As of September 30, 2013, we
estimate that we had used approximately $122,000 for the purchase of equipment and approximately $13.1 million for
working capital expenditures. We intend to use the remainder of the net proceeds from the IPO to fund the continued
clinical development of quizartinib, to fund the continued development of our other programs and for working capital
and other general corporate purposes. The amounts and timing of our actual expenditures depend on numerous factors,
including the ongoing status of and results from clinical trials and other studies, as well as any strategic partnerships
that we may enter into with third parties for our drug candidates and any unforeseen cash needs. As a result, our
management will retain broad discretion over the allocation of the net proceeds from our IPO and the concurrent
private placement and could spend the proceeds in ways that do not improve our results of operations or enhance the
value of our stock.

Item 3. Defaults Upon Senior Securities

None.

Item 4. Mine Safety Disclosure

Not applicable.

Item 5. Other Information

None.
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Item 6. Exhibits

Exhibit
Number Description of Document

    3.1(1) Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation.

    3.2(1) Amended and Restated Bylaws.

    4.1(2) Form of Common Stock Certificate.

    4.2(2) Form of Warrant to Purchase Common Stock issued by the Registrant to June, July and December
2009 bridge financing investors.

    4.3(2) Form of Warrant to Purchase Common Stock issued by the Registrant to September 2010 bridge
financing investors.

    4.4(2) Warrant issued by the Registrant on October 5, 2005 to Oxford Finance Corporation.

    4.5(2) Warrant issued by the Registrant on December 22, 2005 to Oxford Finance Corporation.

    4.6(2) Form of Warrant issued by the Registrant to Oxford Finance Corporation pursuant to 2006 Master
Security Agreement.

    4.7(2) Form of Warrant issued by the Registrant to Webster Bank, National Association pursuant to 2006
Master Security Agreement.

    4.8(2) Warrant issued by the Registrant on October 6, 2005 to Horizon Technology Funding Company II,
LLC.

    4.9(2) Warrant issued by the Registrant on October 6, 2005 to Horizon Technology Funding Company III,
LLC.

    4.10(2) Warrant issued by the Registrant on September 24, 2007 to Horizon Technology Funding Company V,
LLC.

    4.11(2) Warrant issued by the Registrant on March 31, 2010 to Compass Horizon Funding Company LLC.

    4.12(2) Warrant issued by the Registrant on March 31, 2010 to Oxford Finance Corporation.

    4.13(2) Form of Warrant to Purchase Series D-2 Preferred Stock issued by the Registrant to May 2011 Series
D-2 preferred stock financing investors.

    4.14(2) Termination and Warrant Amendment Agreement dated May 18, 2012 among the Registrant and
certain holders of Series D-2 preferred stock warrants.

    4.15(2) Second Warrant Amendment Agreement dated October 25, 2012 among the Registrant and certain
holders of Series D-2 Preferred stock warrants.

    4.16(2) Form of Warrant to Purchase Common Stock issued by the Registrant to October 2012 Series E
preferred stock financing investors.

    4.17(2) Sixth Amended and Restated Investors Rights Agreement dated October 25, 2012 among the
Registrant and certain of its stockholders, as amended.

    4.18(3) Termination and Amendment Agreement dated May 15, 2013 among the Registrant and certain of its
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stockholders.

  31.1 Certification of Principal Executive Officer pursuant to Rules 13a-14 and 15-d-14 promulgated
pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended

  31.2 Certification of Principal Financial Officer pursuant to Rules 13a-14 and 15-d-14 promulgated
pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended

  32.1 Certification of Principal Executive Officer pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of
2002
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Exhibit
Number Description of Document

  32.2 Certification of Principal Financial Officer pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002

101.INS XBRL Instance Document

101.SCH XBRL Taxonomy Extension Schema Document

101.CAL XBRL Taxonomy Extension Calculation Linkbase Document

101.DEF XBRL Taxonomy Extension Definition Linkbase Document

101.LAB XBRL Taxonomy Extension Label Linkbase Document

101.PRE XBRL Taxonomy Extension Presentation Linkbase Document

(1) Incorporated by reference to the Registrant�s Current Report on Form 8-K, filed with the SEC on May 21, 2013.
(2) Incorporated by reference to the Registrant�s Registration Statement on Form S-1, as amended (File

No. 333-186760), originally filed with the SEC on February 20, 2013.
(3) Incorporated by reference to the Registrant�s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the Quarter Ended June 30, 2013

(File No. 001-35919) originally filed with the SEC on August 13, 2013.
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SIGNATURES

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be
signed on its behalf by the undersigned thereunto duly authorized.

Ambit Biosciences Corporation

Date: November 7, 2013 By: /S/ MICHAEL A. MARTINO
Michael A. Martino

President, Chief Executive Officer and Director

(on behalf of the registrant and as the registrant�s
Principal Executive Officer)

By: /S/ ALAN FUHRMAN
Alan Fuhrman

Chief Financial Officer

(on behalf of the registrant and as the registrant�s
Principal Financial and Accounting Officer)
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